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editorial

More than Words
by Karen van Vuuren

hospital, William lamented the loss of
his personhood. He’d become “the AIDS
case in Room 749.”

My favorite section in Megory
Anderson’s classic book, Sacred Dying:
Creating Rituals for Embracing End
of Life, is on “Letting Go of Burdens.”
Releasing fear, anger and other limiting
emotions allows us to open to the
unlimited, the unknown, to more
peacefully pass through the portal
of death.
Anderson’s work came of age during
the AIDS epidemic of the 1980s. She
honed her ritual skills at the bedside of
the dying and created a pre-death vigil
training program under the umbrella
of her Sacred Dying Institute. In her
book, the story of William, a young
man dying of AIDS, still deeply touches
me. In the institutional setting of the

Recently, Anderson shared with me
that trust and intuition still guide
her in the creation of ritual; the
unfolding is organic and specific to the
circumstances. In the case of William,
Anderson encouraged the ceremonious
ripping of his “stupid” hospital gown
(the cost of its destruction courteously
charged to his hospital bill). William
then allowed friends to wash and dress
him in his own clothes and to wrap
him in his own blanket, a process that
restored his dignity.
I once heard Frank Ostaseski, founder of
the Zen Hospice Project in San Francisco,
say that rituals are particularly for those
times when we are “beyond words,”
when life is seemingly unbearable.
Although rituals may include words,
there is truth in the adage, “Actions
speak louder than words.” There is
power in gesture and symbolism that
fosters redemption, hope, love and
emotional freedom.
Rituals don’t have to be elaborate or
complex. At a recent home funeral, I led
a hand-washing ceremony: I stood at

the entrance to the vigil room, a bowl of
warm water and essential oils on the low
table beside me, a soft white towel in my
hand. As each family member dipped
their hands into the cleansing water, I
gently and silently dried them. I focused
my love and attention on each individual
who processed by, sending them
strength to participate in the washing
and blessing of an 11-year-old child’s
body. This simple ritual of purification
allowed the vigil participants to pause,
to center and to receive before they gave
of themselves through the sacred service
of laying out the body.
This issue of Natural Transitions
magazine spotlights a variety of
meaningful rituals for end of life. Lynn
Stull shares her practices for creating a
living relationship with loved ones who
have died; Holly Blue Hawkins invites
us to shroud each other while we still
live and breathe, for the practice and as
an experience of human connection;
Deb Hallinan Batson describes how she
tenderly and skillfully crafts gourd art
urns from the biography of the deceased.
I hope you will enjoy this issue and
allow our writers’ stories to inspire you
to create your own, unique and healing
end-of-life rituals.
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Receiving through the Veil

Forms of Seeing and Listening
by Lynn Stull

It must be said that our social,
ethical and religious lives would
be endlessly enriched if the living
allowed themselves to be advised by
the dead.
– Rudolf Steiner1

ourselves—there is my coffee mug,
there is a tree, there is my friend—
so they observe us. The exception
is with children who have died;
we practice observing them.

I would ask for a message, and the
spirit would say something like, “I
know life is hard, mate, but it will
all be okay in a couple of months or
so, and don’t forget, God loves ya.”
Having delivered a constant stream
of relatively inane messages over a
period of six months or so, I came to
the conclusion that if you are thick
as two planks when you are alive,
you are thick as two planks when
you are dead.
– Stuart Wilde2

h Consistently record data.
It’s helpful to have a journal or
notebook in the place where
you read to your loved one, on
your nightstand and in your
car. I cannot tell you how many
times I have wished I were more
disciplined in organizing my
spiritual research. It is extremely
rewarding and fruitful to look
back at the techniques our loved
ones have used to communicate
and the content they wish to share
with us. Over time, the patterns of
their communications will reveal
themselves to you. You will begin
to see where they might be in
their soul’s journey as well as their
areas of spiritual interest.

Both of these teachings are
important to keep in mind as we
communicate with our loved ones.
Yes, we have a huge opportunity
as well as a responsibility to learn
from our loved ones who have
died, and messages also come
through that are less than helpful.
Many of us, myself included,
desire to receive communication through
the veil. Yet I don’t know too many
folks—in fact I know of no one—with
the level of initiatory skills Steiner had.
We are likely to fall short in our ability
to “hear” communication across the veil
with accuracy and to know that the
message is valid. In fact, because of our
enthusiasm and genuine interest in this
work, many of us can be easily misled
or can misconstrue or misunderstand
the messages we receive. Personally, I am
willing to take the risk that I will not
hear correctly or will misunderstand.
I have had enough experiences of
messages being clear and on target by
now that I know it is worth continuing
to be open to receive.
The ways we receive messages from
our loved ones can vary just as much
as the ways we send them, and to help
www.naturaltransitions.org

What kinds of experiences
will you note in your journal?
Following are just a few of the
ways you may hear from the spiritual
world.

This Way 18" x 24"

illustrate this I am going to go into
some detail in this chapter, including a
few stories about how I have received
communication myself.

A thought or feeling pops
into your awareness that
clearly does not originate
from you

To increase your skill in being receptive
to and understanding communication
from those who have died, you can add
three activities to your practice:

h

Consciously engage your angel.
We all have a special angel that is
“assigned” to us—what many people
would call their guardian angel, or
guiding angel. Ask your angel to support
you in seeing and understanding what
your loved ones need and their purpose
in engaging with you.

h Practice feeling as if your loved
one is looking at you, because in most
cases when we do this work, they are.
Just as we observe things that are outside

How can you tell whether a thought
or feeling is yours or not? You have
undoubtedly had the experience of a
random thought popping into your head,
or of rehashing a thought over and over
again. Sometimes you just get a funny
feeling. Thoughts and feelings that come
from your loved ones typically prompt
a specific action—or a decision not to act
in some cases—that has an effect. These
can range from seemingly insignificant
to life altering.
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therapeutic eurythmist. This session led
an adult. Despite the fact that we were
After my daughter Lara died and several
me in a direction I had never imagined—I never close, over the years 1 have always
months into my reading practice with
never expected that I would end up
included her in my thoughts as I do my
my loved ones, I received a thought
going to eurythmy school myself. And
spiritual reading practice, and in the last
that activated my will: to color in my
I never actually had that thought: Yes,
year or so she has become more vocal.
daughter’s coloring book. This thought
go to eurythmy school. It was always a
arrived with a subtle but definite force. I
I was doing my reading session on my
feeling, a feeling that said, Take it day
felt compelled to get up out of my chair,
living room sofa instead of at the kitchen
by day. It is important that you do this.
get Lara’s crayons and coloring book
table this particular morning. All of a
We will be with you. That feeling formed
and sit down again to color. It was a
sudden, the thought Grandma Rollins
the underlying foundation that carried
“simple” act, but that was the beginning
came into my head and interrupted
me through seven years of training. I
of my study of the spiritual nature of
my reading. I received a thought from
know that feeling was not mine—it was
color, which opened me up to a whole
her that told me she was at the other
a feeling Lara placed in me.
new dimension of ways to experience
end of the sofa, while at
color. In fact, I became an
the same time an image
artist and sold many of my
The ways we receive messages from our loved ones
of her formed in my
paintings at art shows. It
can vary just as much as the ways we send them.
mind. She was dressed
was very clear to me at the
in the same style of
time that the thought to
dress as when I last remember seeing
pick up Lara’s crayons was not mine, and It is easier to discern whether a thought
or feeling is your own when you have
her: sleeves just above her elbows (she
the fact that it started me on a course of
a certain level of self-knowledge, and
always wore dresses) and her hair fixed
study I had never even heard of before
as with everything in this work, it is
in a short bob style that grandmothers
only reinforced that conclusion.
a matter of practice. Thoughts and
wore in the seventies and that accented
feelings can develop from your own
her naturally wavy hair. I could see
Or you might have a strong feeling. After
personal experiences or can be messages
the wrinkles on her face and the wireLara’s death I was blessed in that my
from your loved ones, who are always
rimmed glasses sitting on her nose.
husband was working full time, which
working to support and add to what
Typical of Grandma Rollins, there was
allowed me the space to heal. I spent my
you are trying to create in the world.
no beaming smile; instead, she had an “I
time working in our garden and reading
Learning to tell the difference is part of
am here to do business” manner—not in a
spiritual materials to Lara and other
this practice.
mean way, but in Grandma’s way. It was
loved ones. Outside of exploring the
actually very sweet, and I was not at all
spiritual aspects of color through selfIn fact, another way to cultivate this
afraid of her presence. In fact, it felt quite
study and an occasional art class, I was
capacity is to consider the possibility
normal to perceive her this way.
not engaged in any form of grief therapy.
that few thoughts you have are actually
Yet I started to have the feeling that I
of your own making. Yes, I am asking
I acknowledged her by saying aloud
needed to do something with a more
you
to
consider
that
many
of
your
while holding this image, “Hi, Grandma.”
outward focus, not just be contemplative
thoughts
are
placed
in
your
stream
of
Then I paused, with a feeling of
and in my own world. I was not sure
consciousness
by
loved
ones
who
have
anticipation. “Is there something I can do
what to do, but I definitely knew that
died
and/or
spiritual
beings.
I
have
for you?”
going back to the corporate world I was
come
to
realize
that
my
best
thoughts,
fully immersed in when Lara was born
Grandma Rollins delivered these
ideas and inspirations come from these
was not “it.”
thoughts into my mind as I held steady
sources.
the image of her at the end of the sofa:
I saw a eurythmy performance that
Thank you for all that you did for Uncle
was quite lovely, and later I came to
Bill. (My Uncle Bill died in January 2013,
find out that there was a therapeutic
and my siblings and I were there to assist
component to this movement form.
him through the passage of death and
Because I enjoyed movement in general,
The other morning during my reading
then afterward handled his estate. It was
and I knew eurythmy was a spiritually
practice, my Grandma Rollins came
now May 2015.)
based movement, I thought I would try
forward to talk with me. To give you a
a therapeutic eurythmy session. I was
little background, while I was growing
“You are welcome,” I said.
hopeful that it would help me get clarity
up, Grandma Rollins was not a relative
on what type of work I could do for the
I felt particularly connected with. It’s
She continued: I want you to tell your
“rest of my life.” I booked a session. It was not that I didn’t love her, but she was a
brother Rick that I really appreciate what
February 2001.
tad stern, and so as a child I was a little
he did on behalf of Billy. He treated him
afraid of her. She died when I was in
with respect and dignity.
My first therapeutic eurythmy session
college and 1 never really knew her as
was with Truus Geraets, a feisty yet wise

You might receive a message
for someone else
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Okay, I thought. I felt
a firmness about her
request that ignited my
will. I decided to pop my
brother an email right
then and there. I rose
from the sofa, went to my
computer and did just
that, telling Rick what
I thought I understood
my grandmother to
say. I had not gotten the
message exactly right, but
it turned out that I was
close. The following is our
correspondence:
Howdy Rick,
I have felt Grandma
Rollins’s presence strongly
over the last year or so. I
never felt really close to her
and wasn’t sure why I would
feel her around me. Finally
I settled on the thought that
maybe, because she was a teacher, she
was wanting to help me on the Easing
Grief project and now the book that 1
am writing. However, just now I felt her
again and got the distinct impression that
she wanted to say “Thank you” to me for
being with Bill when he died. And I also
got the strong message that she wanted to
make sure that you knew how much she
appreciated that you were with him and
all that you did to make his transition
from the physical world to the spiritual
world more comfortable and one with
human dignity. Love, Lynn
Hi Lynn,
Thank you for the note. It is funny that
I am still dealing with Uncle Bill’s grave
marker. Just got it resolved. [My emphasis]
Long story ...I can share when we are
together in July. Attached is the marker
for Grandma and Grandpa. They are
going to add Bill’s name to it. Love, Rick
I had no idea that my brother was still
working, more than two years later,
on my Uncle Bill’s grave marker. But
considering the timing of her message to
me, I’m sure that Grandma Rollins knew.

www.naturaltransitions.org
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A message comes from
your living child
I have a wonderful example of how this
can happen. Having met through our
common interest in Rudolf Steiner’s
work, Kim and I have known each other
for more than ten years. Kim met the
actress Mala Powers in 2002, five years
before Mala died. Even though the two
of them only shared a short few years
together, they had a remarkable bond
that was deeper than their common
interest in acting. In fact, I think Kim
could write an entire book about the
spiritual connections that have woven
through both of their lives. One of the
stories Kim shared with me was about
her son, Donny, who was born after
Mala died. At age two and a half, Donny
already knew of Mala from photos and
stories that Kim had shared with him.
One morning at a time when Kim was
under quite a bit of stress and in need of
some emotional support, her very young
son woke up and told her, “I played with
Grandma Mala in heaven.” Then Donny
put his hand on her cheek and tilted his
head in a gesture just like a familiar one
of Mala’s and very clearly said, “Oh, my
sweet girl, you are doing just fine.”

A message comes through
a dream or a dreamlike
vision
1 will use an example to illustrate this
kind of communication as well. Lara
and her kindergarten speech teacher,
Donna, had a deep connection with
each other. I still remember when the
two of them met. Warm smiles lit up
their faces as they said hello; it was like
the recognition of two souls who had
known each other from a previous life.
Even after we moved from Pennsylvania,
where the two met, to California, we
stayed in touch with Donna.
When Lara died, Donna was unable to
fly to California for the funeral, and this
was very distressing for her because she
loved Lara dearly. Donna later wrote to
me of this experience. This is a lengthy
passage, but I find it so beautiful and the
detail is so wonderful that I include it in
its entirety:
It had become late and Bill had gone
to bed. 1 needed some time to myself
so I stayed up and looked through my
collection of pictures of Lara. It felt
somewhat comforting to recall the
| NATURAL TRANSITIONS MAGAZINE | 7

was as if we were both unburdened, she
flight, my gaze was drawn to the sand I
memories of our times together here
from her unhealthy body and I from my
had previously walked upon.
in Pennsylvania—but this constant
torment.
distraction of getting to California
There in that beautiful stretch of beach
seemed to override any reprieve I
As I looked around the room, the glow
was the impression of my footsteps, and
was feeling. 1 had never experienced
from the moonlight shining through
paired right beside mine another very
such torment. Emotionally drained, I
our skylight had illuminated the framed
clear, yet smaller set of prints—step for
decided to try to get some sleep—still not
poem that Tracy [Donna’s daughter] had
step—like those of a child.
knowing for sure what I would or could
given me. The poem
do about coming for
the funeral.
Be especially aware of thoughts, feelings and signs that come “Footprints” was one
my mother carried
through
at
the
magical
time
as
you
are
waking
out
of
sleep.
with her at all times. I
Sleep did not come
immediately thought
easily. I found myself
Then
before
I
even
had
time
to
of
the
ironic
connection
with my dream
dozing fitfully and consumed with
contemplate
where
and
how
these
and
actually
smiled
at
the
fact that this
an unusual restlessness. Despite my
tiny
steps
appeared,
I
heard
what
was
might
be
one
of
those
signs
you so often
anxiety, I apparently succumbed to a
unmistakably,
undeniably
Lara’s
voice,
speak
of.
It
wasn’t
until
later
when you
deeper state of pure exhaustion.
calling my name. She said it only once,
told me you had chosen that very same
but 1 knew it was her voice. My body
What took place during the remainder
poem for Lara’s prayers cards that it
turned to follow that sweet sound and
of the night is still a bit of a mystery to
really struck me! And I could hear you
then I saw her.
me for 1 simply do not know what to
saying, “There are no coincidences.”
call it. For lack of a better word, I will
She appeared almost suspended, her
This is an exceptional example of a
refer to it as a dream—yet, its reality,
feet not quite touching the rocks. She
message that comes through in a dream
its vividness, its impact upon my
was dressed in pink, although the detail
or a dreamlike state. If Donna had only
senses were all different and certainly
of the dress was unclear. Her hair was
experienced a fragment of this—perhaps
heightened by comparison to any other
tied in a wide satin ribbon off to one
just Lara’s voice saying, “It’s okay”—it
dream I have ever experienced.
side with little blondish wisps, almost
would have been a wonderful example.
transparent looking, blowing in the soft
The first thing that I recall was that I
So as you are evaluating the messages
breeze. My heart raced at the sight as I
had been walking for a very long time
you receive, know that they can be very
witnessed how healthy and oh, so lovely,
on a beautifully barren beach. No one
simple or more involved. Your loved ones
her body looked. Slowly she held out her
was in sight, yet the solitude was only
have many ways to make their presence
hands and lifting one as if to wave, she
slightly comforting. I could literally
known.
quietly whispered, “It’s okay.”
“feel” the warmth from the morning
Note, too, that the message here came
sun on my face as a mild breeze gently
Although barely audible, the sweet
in images, a theme of the footsteps
coaxed the lapping waves ashore. The
sound of those words went through my
prayer that Donna was familiar with.
only sounds were those of the sea and
entire body. She was beyond beautiful,
This is not unusual, for our loved ones
its gulls. Although enveloped in this
smiling with that “rascally” sparkle in
will often place their messages within
tranquil setting, my mind was not at all
her eye (you know the look). I smiled
images we are comfortable with. How
at peace. My sadness was overwhelming
back, speechless—knowing I needed not
loving of them.
and my anxiety from not being with
to speak. I just suddenly knew she was
you brought an actual ache to my chest.
safe and healthy and happy! Wanting
The tears that clouded my eyes brought
about a misty appearance to all that I saw. so much to touch her, I stepped forward,
reaching out to her ...
I continued across the sand until I
I awakened at that moment to find
reached a jetty formed of massive rocks.
I have observed a pattern to the times
myself sitting upright in bed, arms
As I climbed upward I was thinking
when I am most likely to receive
extended. It was 4 a.m. I remember
back to when I was a child and had
communication from my loved ones. Be
feeling a bit sad that the “dream” had
played on a similar formation on a New
especially aware of thoughts, feelings
ended, yet 1 also felt something much
England beach at about the same age
and signs at these times:
more powerful—an incredible sense
as Lara. Upon reaching the top, I was
of peace had replaced the anguish
startled out of my “flashback” by two
h The magical time right as you are
of needing to be in California. Don’t
seagulls as they gracefully flew above
waking out of sleep
misunderstand, I still wanted to be with
me and into the direction from which I
you but the “necessity” was removed.
h During your reading practice or
had just come. As I turned to follow their
I “felt” Lara’s message—it was okay. It
when you are journaling

Favorable moments to
anticipate responses from
your loved ones
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h When your mind is not particularly
focused on anything—for example,
when you are driving (Hint: Keep a little
notebook in your car to record your
experiences.)
h

On the anniversary of their birth or
death date

h

Certain times of the year such as
holidays or festivals that hold special
shared memories for you and your
loved one

Veil work communication
activities
Even though serving and collaborating
with loved ones have been going on
since the beginning of time, in this era
we are cultivating a new behavior of
being conscious of this communication.
I encourage you to investigate the unique
ways you give and receive messages.
Your Daily Review will support you in
this.

Activity 1:
Your daily review practice
Your Daily Review is a simple practice
but a powerful one. For this activity, you
can keep a separate notebook or journal
in your nightstand drawer and write in
it every evening. You can use the same
journal to document what you are aware
of as you wake in the morning (see
activity 2).
Before you go to sleep at night, look back
over your day, reviewing what happened
from the end of it all the way to the start
of your morning. As you do your review,
think about and feel into:

h Any encounters you had—or didn’t
have but were scheduled to have. Note
any feelings or thoughts that came to
you while you were in conversation with
this person, or what else came your way
if the encounter did not happen.

h Actions that you felt compelled to
do or not do
h Feelings that came up for you
that might seem out of the ordinary,
or any feeling that accompanied you
throughout your day
I recommend that you write the above
instructions on one of the first pages of
the main veil work journal you created,
for easy reference. Then each night
capture that day’s review in a journal or
notebook you keep on your nightstand.
Do not add any judgments about what
you observe; record your observations
just as they happened at the time. And a
gentle reminder: date your entry.

Activity 2:
Morning awareness
In the same journal, write down what
comes toward you in those magic
moments just as you awaken; be open to
receiving images, sounds, messages, or
fragrances.

Activity 3:
Observations
For at least five minutes:

h Bring into your mind your own
child or another child you know who
has died. Practice observing them. Can
you create this observation from a
feeling perspective?
h Practice being observed by your
adult loved one in the spiritual world.
Can you build this observation by
re-creating common thoughts and
memories that you and your loved one
share?
h Record any observations. Can you
articulate the difference between how it
feels to observe a child and how it feels
to be observed by an adult?

Activity 4:
Discerning the quality
of messages
I began this chapter with two quotes.
Now I invite you to return to them and
read them again. Briefly describe in
your journal how Rudolf Steiner’s and
Stuart Wilde’s words impacted you. Can
you identify three qualities of genuine
guidance you received?
Endnotes
1. Rudolf Steiner. (1999). Staying Connected:
How to Continue Your Relationships with
Those Who Have Died. Herndon, VA:
SteinerBooks, 174.
2. Stuart Wilde. (1987). Affirmations by Stuart
Wilde, Carlsbad, CA: Hay House, 5.
Further Reading
Staying Connected: How to Continue Your
Relationships with Those Who Have Died by
Rudolf Steiner, SteinerBooks, 1999.
To Cause a Death: The Aftermath of an
Accidental Killing by Kelly Connor,
Clairview Books, 2004.
Art by Lynn Stull
These paintings were created with pastels
and utilizing the technique of Liane Collot
d’Herbois in Light, Darkness and Colour in
Painting Therapy. Find out more about Lynn
Stull’s work at LynnStull.com

Lynn Stull has been
working with Rudolf
Steiner’s lectures
about the afterlife
and his indications
of working with the dead for 20 years.
You can find out more about her work at
LynnStull.com

h

Thoughts that came to you. Note any
that are unusual, that seemed out of the
blue, or that were persistent.
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Ritual: Turning Pain into Power
by Terri Daniel

Many mainstream American religious
traditions do not provide adequate tools
for creating meaningful, personalized
rituals that engage the soul at a deeper
level. Most of the rituals with which
we’re familiar, such as funeral services,
holiday customs, liturgies and routine
prayer practices, tend to be generic and
performed by rote. For many people,
these practices can seem soulless and
impersonal, especially when one is
coping with loss, grief and trauma.
When bereaved or traumatized
individuals seek psychological
counseling or the support of a chaplain
in a health care setting, there is rarely
any attention paid to rituals as part of
the healing process. Most therapists and
counselors are not specifically trained
in bereavement work and have even
less familiarity with multicultural
ceremonies and rituals for addressing
grief. And while ministers and chaplains
may be familiar with rituals from
within their own traditions, they do not
always recognize that many of these
rituals have lost their meaning for some
followers.
Ritual is now being explored by grief
theorists in academia, but it has still not
found its place in counseling, as rituals
can easily be confused or conflated with
therapeutic processes. For example, in
Neimeyer’s “life imprint” process,1 clients
either verbalize or write a narrative
about the imprint made on their lives
by the deceased. Similarly, Hochberg’s
process2 of creating documentary
audio or video to acknowledge a loved
one’s legacy at end-of-life is a beautiful
tribute, as is Thompson’s process of
asking clients to create their own
commemorative flags to honor a fallen
soldier.3 These are useful therapeutic
_____

This article is excerpted from the book
Turning the Corner on Grief Street: Loss and
Bereavement as a Journey (First House Press,
2014)
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exercises, but in order to move the
painful energy forward, the exercises
must be accompanied by a ritual action
that represents a shift in the way the
energy of the loss is held—emotionally
and spiritually—by the griever.
Below are some suggestions for how
ritual can be linked to the therapeutic
exercises mentioned above:
How do we ritualize therapeutic
processes—and add a deeper mystical
component to run-of-the-mill religious
practices—to give them personal
meaning that can help us focus on inner
transformation rather than external
events? We can start by understanding
the following characteristics of rituals
that can be effectively used for grief
and loss:

◊ Rituals contain a mystical or

metaphysical component, such as
acknowledging spiritual energy, higher
planes of consciousness or other unseen
forces. This might involve sending a
message to the spirit of a deceased loved
one or asking God, spirit guides, ancestors
or angels to help transform our pain.

◊ Rituals can be performed alone or in
community. No facilitator is needed.

◊ Rituals are designed to shift energy

from one condition to another. A ritual
involving breath, dance or movement,
for example, can be used to release
emotional pain from the body. A ritual
in which the client draws a picture
of a traumatic event and then burns
that picture in a ceremonial fire helps
to release any disruptive or obsessive
attachment to that image.

THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE

ACCOMPANYING RITUAL

Creating an audio or video
tribute to a loved one at endof-life (or for a deceased loved
one)

To ritualize this narrative, mourners can take a long
piece of yarn or string and slowly wind it into a ball
while telling the story of the person’s life. The completed
ball, containing the stories, can be buried or cremated
with the person or kept on the family altar until the
one-year anniversary of the death, when it can be
ceremonially released.4

Sharing a written or spoken
narrative

Burn the written piece in a ceremonial fire to
symbolically send a message to the deceased in the
non-physical realm. If the imprint is negative in the
case of a conflicted relationship, the fire can be seen as
purification for painful memories, or the writing can be
buried in the earth to be absorbed by the powerful and
healing energy of nature. A spoken narrative can also be
given to nature by speaking it into a stone and releasing
the stone into a fire, a body of water or into the earth.

Designing/constructing a
commemorative flag for a
fallen soldier

Once the flag is constructed, it can be passed among
the family members, as each whispers a prayer or
blessing into the flag. It is then placed into a river or
stream where the family can watch it float away as a
symbol of releasing the pain of grief and letting go of
the relationship’s old form in order to make way for the
new one.
www.naturaltransitions.org

◊ Rituals work with symbolic

representations of emotions and
experiences. These symbols can include
drawings, personal sacred objects or
objects from nature, such as stones or
feathers. Moving or manipulating these
objects in a ritual fashion (by burning
in a fire, burying in the earth, purifying
with water, etc.) symbolizes moving the
pain from where it is “stuck” to a new
location in spiritual space where it can
be transmuted.

Rituals engage one’s inner processes,
which are expressed through the use
of symbolic representational objects.
As an example, the most common grief
ritual in our culture is the funeral,
which blends several types of rituals,
including a processional (to represent
walking from one reality to another),
interment (accepting that the body is no
longer viable), gathering in community
(to acknowledge collective loss) and
the recognition of certain spiritual
principles to help find meaning (the
soul continuing in an afterlife, merging
with the divine). But after the funeral,
after the friends stop calling and the
casseroles stop showing up at the door,
the rituals essentially end, and a critical
period in the healing process is ignored.
Hospice Association of America’s
president Dr. Ken Doka suggests
that rather than seeing a funeral as a
one-time activity, we should develop
new and continued rituals over time
throughout the mourning process,
which can extend the therapeutic value
of a funeral or memorial service..5 He
also identifies various types of rituals
that mark different milestones and serve
different purposes, such as continuity,
transition, reconciliation or affirmation
in order to meet the specific needs of the
griever.6
Episcopal theologian Matthew Fox
writes, “The grief in the human heart
needs to be attended to by rituals and
practices that, when practiced, will
lessen anger and allow creativity to
flow anew.”7 The idea of “flowing anew”
is exactly what rituals are designed to
support. Grief and trauma are heavy
burdens that, if not properly addressed,
can anchor themselves in the body,
mind and spirit until they manifest
as complicated mourning,8 illness,
depression or addiction. Rituals can
www.naturaltransitions.org

loosen that anchor and restore the
individual to balance.
In his essay on transforming pain,
Christian mystic Fr. Richard Rohr states,
“If we do not transform our pain, we will
most assuredly transmit it.” He observes
that humanity has never understood
what to do with unjust suffering, as
exemplified in the biblical story of Job.
But in contrast to the baffling questions
posed by the Job story, healthy forms
of religion can show us how to find
meaning in our losses and how to work
with pain in order to transform it into
something more powerful and more
practical.

the Great Spirit or if it takes the form of
the Christian sacrament of communion.
The purpose—and the healing effect—is
equally powerful when the ritual is
imbued with personal meaning. Grief
rituals not only help us honor the loss,
but also help us gently relinquish any
unhealthy attachments we might be
carrying in relation to the loss event.
Ritual gives words to the unspeakable
and form to the formless. It brings the
non-physical into physical form so we
can see it, touch it, feel it and process it,
creating a bond between Heaven and
Earth. It turns pain into power.13
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Holding a home vigil for our animal companion

Saying Goodbye to Our Pets
by Ella Bittel

My pager went off within minutes of my
arrival at a New Year’s Eve party after
a three-hour drive to Los Angeles. This
could hardly be good news. The caller’s
number belonged to the lovely couple
who had taken my two dogs in with
theirs for this special night. I scrambled
to find a place away from the music and
the voices to call them back.
After returning from their New Year’s
dinner, the couple had found my
little 17-year-old mutt, Plouche, with
completely changed eyes and unable to
stand. They had told me ahead of time
they were going to attend this event
in the early evening. I didn’t see any
problem with that since, even if some
early fireworks were going to happen,
Plouche had lost enough of his hearing
that this would not concern him, a grace
aging had brought.
They were ready to bring Plouche to the
closest veterinary clinic, a 45-minute
drive from their home. I gave some
instructions on how they could support
him on the way there. Immediately
getting into my car, I knew I would not
reach the clinic ahead of them. As the
miles raced by in that dark night, so did
the thoughts in my mind.
How could this happen from one
moment to another? Plouche appeared
completely normal when I dropped
him off only hours before. What was he
feeling in this moment? He must be so
scared, and I wasn’t there with him.
Sixteen years earlier I had adopted
Plouche as a one-year-old from a shelter.
He had separation anxiety, and the
only way I could go anywhere without
him was because I had another dog,
Momo. But Momo couldn’t help Plouche
now. I begged the universe: “Please, let
me be with him, please let me be by
his side before he dies if that is what’s
happening.”

www.naturaltransitions.org

When I arrived at the clinic, my
woman friend was sitting quietly in the
otherwise empty waiting room, holding
Plouche in her arms. “He died within
minutes of us getting here,” she said
softly. “He was so very close the vet said
nothing needed to be done.”
Momo, Plouche and I made it back
home. We were alone with time to let
the event sink in. I was in a daze, my
actions instinctual. The right place to
lay Plouche’s little body down was the
one he would have chosen himself if
he were still alive—on my bed. The
friend who had invited me to the party
encouraged me by phone to take time
to sit with him, to perhaps paint his
picture, write and read him a letter, and
to take photographs. I did all of that.
There really was nothing else to do.
Plouche’s body looked so natural, as if
he were sleeping. Momo joined Plouche
on the bed, and I watched him for hours,
inevitably seeing him “breathe,” or what
seemed a slight movement mimicking
respiration commonly perceived by
those who watch closely over a body at
death.
I was grateful that the next day was a
holiday so the local vet’s office wasn’t
open to receive the body. For once, the
inadequate heating system in my cottage
worked in our favor. Plouche’s body held
up well in the cooler temperature. There
was no odor or bloating, just a very still
Plouche. We could just spend this quiet
time together. I figured I’d take him to
the vet hospital the next day.
Another night passed, January 2nd
arrived and it repeatedly crossed my
mind that I could now take Plouche’s
body to the hospital’s freezer. As a
veterinarian I knew all about that
freezer, and I had no problem with
storing Plouche’s body there temporarily,
nor had I intentions of burying him.

So what kept me from going? I simply
could not bring myself to take the action.
I wondered whether I was crossing a
threshold to insanity, yet I felt calm. I
decided to keep the experience private,
so as not to scare any clients away.
After all, I could not explain why I was
keeping my dog’s body so long. It’s just
what unfolded; why apply any outside
standards to my very own experience
of being with the sudden death of my
companion of many years?
Seventeen years, what more could I
expect? That was a wonderfully long
life for a dog. There wasn’t anything
fundamentally wrong about his passing
other than not being by his side when
it happened; I wished I’d had a bit of
notice. He had been trucking along just
fine, and then he was gone. I felt shocked,
guilty and sad that I had not been with
him in his last hours. Also, Momo had
never known life without Plouche.
Plouche was with me throughout my
years of veterinary school in Belgium.
As a youngster, he almost died from a
dog bite into his lungs. He lived through
my years at a university in Berlin, and
then in Hanover. We lived in a camper
van together for years, first in Germany,
then in the United States. Plouche was
my loyal companion for longer than any
boyfriend.
Was there anything wrong with treating
myself gently during this loss, allowing
myself to process Plouche’s departure
after such a long time together? Momo
went right along with it all. The third
night was our last as a threesome. The
next day, the time felt right to take that
beloved little body away.
I called my mom in Germany to share
what had happened. She had known
Plouche as my steadfast sidekick. I told
her how curious it felt to not want to
move his body for three days. My mom’s
response was completely unanticipated.
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wrote an entire book, Light after
Life, about what he found when
doing measurements on bodies of
people who had recently passed.
Here are some of his conclusions:

“Yes, that’s what we did in our
family in East Germany too.
Whenever someone died, we would
trade off sitting with the body
for three nights.” Really? Here I
was, about a third of a century
old, and she had never mentioned
this before. Did I somehow tap
into a family tradition without
knowing? “Why did you do that?”
I asked. Having been a nurse, she
responded that partially it was
done to make sure the person had
really died before burying them; in
those days there must have been
a few times when doubt remained
about that. But sitting with the
deceased was also a treasured time
for family to gather and reminisce
over cups of tea.

≈

Energy flows in a (recently)
dead body are as active as in
an alive person. Even for the
best-trained professional, it is
not possible to tell from the
measurements whether the
person is dead or alive!

≈

There are significant processes
going on after what is clinically
considered death.

≈

Sanctuary BrightHaven

Those processes in a human
usually last over a period of 2 to
3 days.

When I talked with a friend in
Indeed, energy activity can
the US, he too recalled a tradition
be measured for as long as
in his family of staying with a
the Tibetans keep their dead.
body for three nights and days. My
It took science thousands of
curiosity was piqued, surpassing
years to catch up with what
my concerns about how clients
was readily apparent to those
might react to keeping Plouche’s
with skillful meditation as their
The right place to lay Plouche’s little body down was the
body that long. It turned out quite
sole technology; even the nowone he would have chosen himself. Momo joined him on
a few people from diverse cultural
quantifiable evidence is far from
the bed. Plouche’s body looked so natural, no different
backgrounds knew of this tradition
widely known.
from him just sleeping.
in past generations. I was baffled
and increasingly intrigued by the fact
As a holistic veterinarian, the success
that, mostly, vigils were held for the
of my work is founded on my
Did I instinctively perceive that Plouche
same time frame: three days and nights.
understanding of the strong analogies
was still present in some way? Now I
between human and animal energetic
was hoping to find further confirmation
Stumbling upon Sogyal Rinpoche’s
anatomy. It’s no stretch to deduce that a
of the process after physical death,
Tibetan Book of Living and Dying, I found
dying dog may undergo a similar process
and I did. While attending an
his discussion of the dying process
to a human after its heart stops. There is
event, “Conference for Science and
as a two-part endeavor: first the outer
no question for any dog lover that their
Consciousness,” I encountered a
dissolution—when the senses and
four-legged companion has emotions.
fascinating presenter from Russia by
elements facilitating bodily function
Plouche had plenty of them, dominating
the name of Konstantin Korotkov.
dissolve—followed by inner dissolution
daily life decisions for 16 years, due to his
This professor of research, computer
of the gross and subtle thought states
separation anxiety. There certainly were
science and biophysics at St. Petersburg
and emotions. In our society we
enough feelings for him to fuel an inner
University has developed a sophisticated
declare an individual dead when the
dissolution process.
device that allows for direct, real-time
outer dissolution is complete and the
viewing of the human energy fields.
heart has stopped beating. Tibetan
Those who have experienced it know
Via a special camera, this technology
wisdom suggests, however, that death is
that the tender act of holding a vigil
captures and displays the physical,
complete only after the individual has
for the recently deceased gives space to
emotional, mental and spiritual energy
journeyed through the subtle levels of
process emotions and brings comfort
of individuals. Let that sink in for just a
consciousness, which generally takes
and peace of heart. This special time
moment.
up to three days. There it was again: that
not only provides a healing space for
magical time frame of three days after
the bereaved but also for those who
The possible medical implications
the death of the physical body.
have passed to complete their important
are mind-boggling. But what nearly
process surrounded by those who love
tipped me off the edge of my seat was
I wondered whether the Tibetan
them most.
hearing that Korotkov had not stopped
teachings were more than metaphorical.
at evaluating people who were alive. He
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Maybe that is why it’s called a “wake.”
The dead aren’t dead and we too who
are watching over them are beckoned
into a state of heightened awareness.
Since Plouche’s death, I have shared our
experience together with many people.
Friends, clients and students have
adopted this option of a vigil when a
beloved animal has transitioned. Some
have shared their unique experiences
with me. But only those who know of
it in advance of a death tend to do it.
For those whose loved one’s have left
unexpectedly, the experience of waiting
before relinquishing the body has been
priceless.
If we elect to keep the body for some
time after the heart stops, it doesn’t
mean we have to spend 72 hours in
rapt suspense. There is time to rest, sit
in candlelight and listen to music, to
reminisce with those who shared our
love, to read what feels relevant and
also to do ordinary things that keep our
lives going. While I stepped into my
encounter of a vigil unprepared, I have

Holistic veterinarian Ella Bittel became
a passionate ambassador of hospice care
for companion animals through her
experiences with the end-of-life of first
her own and then her clients’ four-legged
family members. For over a decade now,
her website spiritsintransition.org has
offered a free, non-veterinary helpline for
those whose animal loved-ones are facing
terminal illness.
In her online classes, Bittel shares in-depth
about care options when aiming for a
natural, hospice-supported death of an
animal friend, based on this insight: The
time to prepare is when your animal is
still well.

since compiled some helpful basics
about keeping a beloved pet’s body
for a vigil.
I don’t know what happens with bodies
that are taken away without a vigil.
All I know is that, for me, it was a most
natural desire to remain close to my
dog’s body, to ensure it was undisturbed
and surrounded by love until the process
of death was complete.
|advertisement|
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Creating Gourd
by Deb Hallinan Batson
or on a mantle. It had to be able to
biodegrade in the earth for those who
wish to bury their loved one’s ashes and
strong enough to live on the bookshelf
for a generation or two. But those were
the technical challenges to solve.

We all have identities and stories to
tell. I am a software engineer, a teacher,
an ethicist, a choral singer, a mom and,
most recently, an artist creating funeral
objects.
I make urns, reliquary and prayer
beads from gourds, turned wood, paper,
precious metal, found rusty bits and
other discards of modern life. I use
color to bring in ideas that might come
through in discussion with clients
about their loved one. Carving, casting,
turning, woodworking, lettering, oil
painting, natural wax finishing: each
piece is an exercise in art and a further
development of technical skill.
But what touches me beyond the
pleasure of creating something as art
is the exercise in deep listening. It’s
the retelling of the human narrative
over and over again—with variation
in light and form—that is the delight.
It is the privilege of transforming a
grieving person’s words and feelings into
something tangible. It is the giving of
solid form to personal narrative.
When I began making art urns, my
objective was purely functional. I needed
a container as much unlike Chinese
takeout as possible. I needed an antidote
to a white cardboard box with a flower
tied on or the black plastic flip-top
container for the transport of ashes.
It had to be strong enough to manage
the weight it would contain—ashes are
remarkably heavy. I had to consider size
and shape and the container’s eventual
resting place in the ground, in a vault,
16 | VOLUME 7 NUMBER 1 |

My first urn was also a reaction to
seeing my son’s body zipped into a bag
and wheeled out to a waiting vehicle.
My family and I had tried to tend our
youngest with such care and dignity
over his last year, and the sound of the
zipper was hardly the closure for which
we’d hoped and prayed. The transport
team asked if we wanted his face
covered. It was a winter morning and
brittle and cold outside. We’d dressed
him in warm clothes and the hat that
he’d worn for his last few months of life
was pulled down tight over his ears. He
would be warm enough—we asked to
leave his face open to the sun for one last
time.
Making my son’s urn gave me the ability
to shift from the practical days and
months of caring for a dying person,
through the emotional hours of cleaning,
dressing and goodbye, and into the grey
grief of days that would otherwise feel
too open and spacious.
I had three days of bereavement leave,
and I spent much of it in the garage,
bringing the work in to the dining room
table on those cold January nights. As
I went to work on my first urn, I wasn’t
thinking as much about the challenges
of creating a physical object as I was
considering the person whose stories
informed it. I was making something
that could represent a life lived in full
color. I wanted to create a natural vessel
that could contain my son’s life: a porous
fragment in time that had allowed
the living person to breath in and out
the people, places and ideas of his
experience.

I grew up with a typically modern
American detachment from death and
dying. I was a nose-in-a-book kind of
kid, spending my indoor time reading
and my outdoor time wandering in New
England: water and woods in summer,
snow in winter. When I was a young
teen, my friend Bob’s father had the most
interesting job I’d ever encountered. I’d
been to their home. In their kitchen was
a door with a sign. I remember it now as
saying “Do Not Enter,” but most likely it
read “Keep Closed.” Behind that door was
a long stairway leading down to where
Bob’s dad worked as a funeral director.
I was infinitely curious about everything
generally, but the shop downstairs was
riveting. Bob snuck me down the stairs
once, but we were nervous and hurried
in our fear of getting caught. I know I
didn’t see much. What I remember most
was the difference in smells between the
kitchen and the basement. Bob’s father
embalmed bodies; the distinctive odor
stayed with me for many years after that
brief encounter.
One time I remember being dropped off
at Bob’s house for a ski trip. Bob’s dad
took us in his hearse to meet our ride.
Now I imagine a body back there, laid
out somberly and perfectly in a casket
for a later viewing, hands crossed and
lips pursed. But probably the hearse was
empty save for two teenagers on their
way to a ski weekend.
My awareness of death at that point in
my life was based on two fundamental
experiences: my young grandfather’s
natural death from cancer—private and
quiet and hidden from the children
of the family—and the assassinations
of John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy,
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King,
broadcast on the television news to the
black and white set in our home and
mourned loudly and publicly. Mine
was an awareness based in the stark
difference between the private and
www.naturaltransitions.org

Cremation Urns
dining room table as people came and
went with their casseroles and good
wishes.

public mourning rituals of my people
and my culture.
Years later I realized that I was allowed
to participate more fully in the funerals
on television than in the close family
ones. I was not allowed to attend my
grandfather’s wake or funeral, nor be
present for any of his illness. These
events were hidden, whispered about
and attended to by his often sad and
weeping wife, daughters and son.
The first funeral I was allowed to attend
was for Auntie Flo, my best friend’s
aunt. I was fascinated and went back
time after time to the open casket where
she lay in her pink dress with her hair
perfectly done. Under the guise of prayer,
I examined her face, her hands holding
a rosary, her dress and how it met her
neck. I was looking for the woman who
served us warm cookies after school at
her downtown apartment; I was looking
for the transitional moment when she
became this body in her casket.
My youngest son was nine when he
became critically ill, spending several
years of his life in and out of Children’s
Hospital Colorado in treatment for a rare
cancer. Miraculously he recovered and
grew to be a caring, thoughtful, funny
young adult.
During his second year at Tulane
University, this same son developed
another rare cancer that took his life
when he was 22. For two years, my
home was a maelstrom of family, guests,
medical equipment and, eventually,
hospice. It was a full and gorgeous time
during which it was difficult to find a
moment’s peace.
Eventually, though, I discovered the
ultimate escape: my garage. I set up a
table and found some thrift store art
supplies. After work and on weekends,
I began experimenting with color and
paper in various media until I developed
some preferences, mainly for working
www.naturaltransitions.org

Soon friends and family began
requesting urns for people and cherished
pets,and vessels for special occasions.
With each piece I made for someone else,
I learned to live a little more with the
loss of my youngest child.

Galen, Batson’s son, in 2012
with three-dimensional sculptural
elements, wood and metal, and lots
of color. It was cold in winter, hot in
summer and exactly the respite I needed.
Months later, when my son died, he was
cremated according to his wishes. The
urn that I made for him sat on an altar
at his memorial service and then on our

I accumulated many books and more
and more tools. I took some training,
studying online and in workshops with
real artists, and explored metalwork,
Italian mosaic, woodturning and box
making. I moved from a garage studio
to a heated basement and then into a
commercial space. My studio has evolved
to contain a wood lathe, woodworking
equipment, many shiny tools and still
lots and lots of color.
Each new story and urn project gives me
time for quiet reflection. In that space I
get to consider my evolving relationship
to my beliefs about death and to my
dead people, and I can get in touch with
various aspects of the person newly in
need of an urn. Sometimes it’s easy, and
most times it’s a process of reflection and
waiting, waiting and reflection.
I get to slow down the pace of my life
enough to hear the voices of the living
and their dead. My father and mother
have gone, my son and many young
friends as well. Grandparents, several
colleagues, some old friends lost to time
and distance: all have “gone ahead,” to
use a friend’s lovely euphemism. Like
many of my generation, slowing down
to grieve each loss just hasn’t been a
priority. But my art practice in service to
others’ grief turns out to be in service to
my own. It has given me an opening to
mourn my own losses.
Recently a delightful woman from New
Hampshire contacted me. Her brother,
Rick, had recently died, and she had seen
some photos of my work. She asked if I
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could make a gourd urn for him. Rick’s
memorial service was scheduled for
a few weeks out, so there was time to
make a custom piece.
I asked her to tell me something about
him. She told me that her brother was
complicated and that he loved the sea. It
wasn’t much to go on, and over a week or
so she offered some bits and pieces that
I used to confirm the direction his urn
was taking under my hands. During our
first exchange, she asked if I could make
something with the sea in mind. A few
days later, I received a photo. Rick looked
tall and thin in his illness, handsome
and twinkly. As it turned out, this was
all I was given to work with, and it was
plenty. Intent on meeting their deadline,
I learned nothing more about Rick until
after the project was complete.
I selected a tallish gourd that would fit
the ashes from such a tall man. I added
a Robert Louis Stevenson quote, “Home
is the sailor home from the sea, and the
hunter home from the hill.” While I
waited for a package from the collection
of sea glass that her brother had
accumulated, I began to think in colors
that might reflect his seaward gaze.
He lived in Newport, RI, a place I had
visited often. I remembered visiting a
beach there that, at low tide, looked
nearly iridescent green. I tried working
in blues and greens, at first painting
waves, but for this fellow the shoreline
greens seemed to want to dominate. I
was also drawn to oranges and yellows—
the colors of the sand at that beach at
sunrise—and I was feeling the green and
stone of my childhood New England
landscapes.
Rick’s sister wanted a lid for his urn. I
found a long chunk of walnut in my pile
of wood, intending to turn a finial to
accentuate the height of the urn. But the
shape kept wanting to be one of those
rounded knit caps that people wear,
the ones pulled down against a New
England gale. So I let it be as it wished
and found a fine, rusty metal piece to use
for height.
After the urn was complete and ready
to ship, I received another photo of Rick
wearing a hat in a shape nearly exactly
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I have some new concepts to explore in
my workshop. I continue to study ritual,
culture, literature and symbology as it
relates to the end of our short, human
lives. I’m curious, too, about the ways
that death is observed in the natural
world.

Rick’s urn
like the lid I’d turned. In the photo,
it even looked as though there was a
“finial” jutting out of the top!
The urn arrived in New England just in
time for the memorial. I received a lovely
note from Rick’s sister:

I have some new products in the works:
New woodworking tools are teaching me
to create small art boxes as repositories
for the human narrative. I have an idea
and am building a prototype for a casket
design, natural and biodegradable,
that can be created quickly and
inexpensively. I’d like to offer workshops
for people to create vessels out of
whatever they might be experiencing in
their lives.
It is my deeply held belief that, through
my loss and grief, I can hear the human
stories that we all carry. I am learning
that I can translate them into an
expression of love and peace for the
grieving, including myself.

It is very beautiful...in every way, and
too the lid! He collected old things all the
time...many.
The colors are exquisite. I am grateful to
have something so precious to carry his
ashes in....down to the sea and back to the
mountains. The words are right. Thank
you, with all my heart.
It is gratifying to be able to create
something beautiful and have it so
well-received. I hope that Rick’s sister
can enjoy this piece and that it eases her
grief at his loss. I have since learned that
Rick’s urn and his ashes have changed
his sister’s plans. She is going to take it
on a journey:
I am going to keep his ashes to do more of
his bucket-list that we didn’t get to.
Besides urns, I have made vessels as
keepsakes for notes of remembrance and
get-well messages, vessels for collections
of a loved one’s things and reliquaries
for the containment of small amounts
of ash for personal keepsake. I’ve made
rosary and other prayer beads and
collected some textiles to be used as altar
clothes or ceremonial drapes.

Deb Batson is the founder of Shoestring
Arts Urns and other objects of
remembrance, and of Galen’s Gift, a
nonprofit in service to young adults with
life-limiting illness. She sings with Sound
Circle, a 16-voice women’s a capella choir
in Boulder, CO, and works at Children’s
Hospital Colorado.
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simple, biodegradable, recycled cardboard in an old style design

For wholesale inquiries:
Boston, MA: Ruth Faas
Ruth@MourningDoveStudio.com
Asheville, NC: Carol Motley
Carol@MourningDoveStudio.com
(828) 407-0284
www.naturaltransitions.org
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Thinking Outside the Box

Green Burial as Creative Placemaking
by Mary Reilly-McNellan
Have you ever experienced that
wickedly vivid dream in which you are
about to take a test at school, but have
no knowledge of the subject? That is
exactly how I felt this past March when I
struggled to pull together a presentation
on green cemeteries for a Creative
Placemaking summit in Denver, CO. I
felt confident about sharing information
on “green” or “natural” burial, but
“Creative Placemaking” (CP) was a new
term for me. How, I wondered, could
I weave this unfamiliar concept into
my presentation about cemeteries that
use biodegradable caskets or shrouds,
and discourage embalming and burial
vaults?
The National Consortium for Creative
Placemaking defines CP as “a new way
to make communities more livable,
equitable and resilient through arts
and culture.” Okay, I thought, clear as
mud. But then, don’t many traditional
cemeteries encourage visitors to
explore art and culture in myriad
ways—horticulture, music, painting,
photography, sketching, storytelling and
nature study? Don’t some host “Day of
the Dead” and other educational events
that have become beloved community
traditions? There is no reason that
green cemeteries can’t offer these same
opportunities; indeed, some already do.
Yes, I thought, I see a connection. I can
do this.
My conviction deepened as I traveled to
various cemeteries in Colorado and New
Mexico, gathering information for my
presentation. Several featured bona fide
sculpture and decorative pieces; others
occupied exquisite natural landscapes
that transcended most constructed art.
All reflected local culture, and all offered
some type of natural burial. Some
were exceedingly environmentallyfriendly; others, not so much. It became
apparent that there are many different
“shades of green” in the natural burial
business, and different communities
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and providers interpret “green burial” in
different ways.
The Green Burial Council (GBC)
has addressed these discrepancies
by creating measurable standards
for sustainability. These standards
ascertain a cemetery’s degree of “greenness” using specific criteria that rate
participating natural burial grounds

as “hybrid,” “natural,” or “conservation,”
with “conservation” being the most
beneficial to the environment (see www.
greenburialcouncil.org). Cemeteries may
apply for certification from the GBC to
demonstrate their commitment to the
environment by using burial practices
that are restorative and nourishing to
the land, nontoxic to workers and help to
heal the planet.

First Stop: Seven Stones Chatfield, Littleton, CO
Seven Stones Chatfield is a 35-acre
botanical cemetery located in the
shadow of the Rocky Mountain foothills.
Advertised as “inviting, soothing and
welcoming—a place that your loved
ones will actually want to visit,” Seven
Stones offers green burial, traditional
burial, cremation interment and pet
burial and interment. The property is

not truly “green” in the traditional sense,
as the extensively landscaped, semiarid property includes a man-made
pond and several water features that
must be replenished regularly from an
outside source. To minimize additional
water use, however, Seven Stones
encourages plantings of drought-tolerant
native vegetation. Winding paths

Seven Stones Chatfield, Littleton, CO
www.naturaltransitions.org

meander through manicured grounds
that host a Celebration Plaza, comfy
Adirondack chairs, fire pits and stone
waterfall features. Cremation markers
serve as functional art, and modern
sculpture displays are part of a yearlong, rotating Art Encounters exhibit.
Besides art projects, Seven Stones offers
live music events, nature walks and
storytelling. Traditional ground burials
are memorialized by bronze, granite,
glass or metal, and most include metal
Memory Medallions with QR codes that
provide information about the occupant
via a cell phone application. Disposition
options range from a simple scatter
garden to large “family estates” that can
include a lawn area, niche garden, or
mausoleum.
Green burials are limited to the Meadow
area of Seven Stones, a small hill where
grass is not regularly mowed and
graves—if marked—bear only a natural
granite boulder. Because the cemetery
offers a section for ground burial that
doesn’t require a casket or exterior vault,
GBC guidelines would likely classify
Seven Stones as a “hybrid” cemetery
should they seek certification.

Stop Two:
Evergreen Memorial
Park, Evergreen, CO
Located on 100 acres in the foothills
west of Denver, Evergreen Memorial
Park is a fifth-generation Colorado
family-owned mortuary, cemetery
and crematory that preserves history,
scenery and wildlife. Housed in an
Old West/Pioneer History Museum,
the main office displays a collection of
historic artifacts and antiques that pay
tribute to the area’s mining, timbering,
ranching and farming heritage—
all beneath the watchful eyes of a
mounted buffalo head. It is certainly
not your typical mortuary, nor your

Evergreen Memorial Park, Evergreen, CO
typical cemetery. Rolling meadows
offer panoramic views of Colorado’s
Continental Divide, and the property
includes a private game ranch that is
home to elk, deer and a herd of bison.
Busloads of visitors arrive each spring
during calving season, and coyotes, owls,
foxes, muskrats, ducks, geese and great
blue herons thrive on the property. Three
restored stone and timber cabins pay
tribute to the early western pioneers,
and a Barn Chapel (assembled from
remnants of five historic barns) serves as
a gathering place for funerals, weddings,
parties and other events. Yes, I thought,
plenty of cultural opportunities here!
Green burials can be accommodated
throughout the grounds, but only the
“Green Garden” area does not require
an exterior vault. Bamboo shrouds
are available for purchase, and hand
shovels are supplied if family and
friends wish to assist with closing the
grave. Approved grave markers may be
placed at the green burial site; elsewhere,
memorials must be made of stone that
“endures time” (e.g., granite). Curiously,
cemetery bylaws require that each
marker outside of the Green Garden area
must contain some element of bronze—a
copper-based alloy whose extraction has
a number of associated environmental
concerns.
Exterior concrete bell vaults are required
for all burials outside of Green Gardens.
These manufactured vaults “protect the

remains” (according to the EMP website),
and are open on the bottom so that a
portion of the body contacts the earth.
Vaults typically use tons of concrete,
inhibit natural decomposition and are
often required by cemeteries for easier
mowing and grounds maintenance.
They are also specifically targeted
as unnecessary by the GBC. Because
embalming, caskets and vaults are not
required in the Green Garden area,
however, EMP would likely receive a
“hybrid” rating from the GBC should the
cemetery seek certification.

Stop Three:
La Puerta Natural Burial
Ground, Belen, NM
Located one hour south of Albuquerque,
NM, La Puerta is vastly different from
Seven Stones and Evergreen Memorial
Park. Situated on 40 acres of windswept
prairie beneath the Manzano Mountains,
La Puerta seems comparatively desolate
and bleak. Periodic mournful whistles
from the BNSF trains are the only
reminders of civilization in this remote
land of deep blue skies, towering peaks
and stark beauty. Located adjacent to
14,000 acres of protected open space,
the burial ground augments critical
habitat for such species as bighorn
sheep, mountain lion, deer and birds. It
is a vast, open landscape that is art in its
own right.
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conserving, minimize waste and do
not require the use of toxic chemicals,
the cemetery has received a “natural”
burial ground certification from
the GBC. Should the owners opt
to coordinate with a conservation
organization to establish an easement
or deed restriction that guarantees
long-term land stewardship, La Puerta’s
certification would likely be elevated
to that of “conservation” cemetery—the
highest level afforded by the GBC.

Last Stop: Crestone
Cemetery & Natural Burial
Grounds, Crestone, CO

La Puerta Natural Burial Ground, Belen, NM
The cemetery is the first of its kind
in New Mexico and opened in 2016
with the goal of providing respectful,
ecologically sound and affordable burial.
Certified as a “natural” burial site by
the GBC, La Puerta requires that bodies
be interred without embalming, in
biodegradable pine caskets or natural
fiber shrouds, and underground concrete
vaults are not permitted. Gravesites are
commemorated by a flat local stone
or native plant, and all are carefully
recorded using GPS coordinates. Families
have the option of opening and closing
graves, but the soil is so compacted that
a backhoe is often required.
Committed to putting people and the
environment before profit, the owners
of La Puerta are clearly not operating

the cemetery for monetary gain: the
cost of a plot is just $450, and $225 of
that amount is donated to a non-profit,
environmental cause, church, temple,
synagogue or mosque of the purchaser’s
choice. La Puerta also offers inexpensive,
simple pine caskets built by Fathers
Building Futures, an Albuquerque
non-profit organization that teaches
woodworking and other job skills to
formerly incarcerated parents. The
cemetery owners have even donated
two side-by-side La Puerta burial plots
as a raffle prize for an upcoming “Before
I Die” Albuquerque festival—further
evidence of their support for the local
community.
Because La Puerta has additional
protocols in place that are energy-

“Check in Before You Check Out,” reads
an informational sign on the gate of
Crestone Cemetery, the first and only
GBC-certified burial ground in Colorado.
Located at 8000 feet in the San Luis
Valley, Crestone is a hamlet of 140
residents that draws artists, Buddhists
and many spiritually-inclined visitors.
In 1911, a 40-acre land parcel was deeded
to the town of Crestone for cemetery
and park purposes, and in 2009, six
of these acres were designated for
environmentally responsible burials.
Like La Puerta, Crestone Cemetery has
been given a “natural” designation by
the GBC. It occupies six fenced acres
of pinyon-juniper open woodland
shadowed by the Sangre de Cristo

Crestone Cemetery, Crestone, CO
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Mountains. Unlike most green
cemeteries, full burial depths are
required to be six feet at Crestone
Cemetery—nearly three feet deeper
than most other natural burial grounds.
Cremation burials (some from the
adjacent Crestone Funeral Pyre—the
only open-air, non-denominational
crematorium in the country) require
only a two-foot depth. Locally
contracted grave diggers are available
for hire, but families and friends are
encouraged to participate. Markers
consist of unpolished sandstone, granite,
smooth river rock or local stone, and
no artificial flowers, photos, man-made
or manufactured items are permitted.
Insecticides, pesticides and herbicides
are prohibited, and weeds are pulled
by hand. For these reasons, Crestone
Cemetery has received a “natural” burial
ground certification from the GBC.

*

*

So what did I learn during my cemetery
travels? A great deal. Like conventional
cemeteries, green cemeteries can also
serve as community hubs for art, culture,
ritual and educational opportunities,
with an underlying commitment to
environmental sustainability. And while
it was heartening to see that we appear
to be turning a corner regarding our
burial practices, the fact remains that
there are currently only about 150 green
cemeteries in the United States. We must
do better in terms of how we bury our
dead.
And my presentation? Well, thankfully
it went well, and the audience had no
problem accepting natural cemeteries as
examples of Creative Placemaking. And
this, I feel, is real progress.

Mary ReillyMcNellan has
been a volunteer
editorial
assistant with
NTM for the past
sixyears. Her interest in environmental
conservation has led to a new-found
passion for promoting green burial, and
she is currently working with a local team
of volunteers to bring this sustainable
tradition to Boulder.

*
|advertisement|
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Witnessing a Living Wake:
by Dina Stander
As a seasoned funeral professional, the
concept of a living wake (or pre-wake
wake, or living funeral) has been on
my radar for the last few years, and I
figure it is only a matter of time before
I’ll be approached to celebrate a person’s
life in this way, before the end. Given
this inevitability, I feel fortunate to
have participated in a living wake as a
community member before I am asked
to facilitate one.
The circumstances of the day were,
without exaggeration, tragic. One of
the most creative, pioneering, honestly
passionate, genuinely funny and entirely
interesting people in our community
developed a brain-wasting disease
that would snatch first her cognition
and then her life, over a six-week span
from diagnosis to demise. In the last
days that she was able to speak and
make requests, she asked for an open
house the next weekend, a living
wake, so she could see “her people.”
She’d had an unconventional life, was
embraced by an array of unconventional
constituencies and had hundreds of
friends who wanted to say goodbye. Her
neurological decline was so
rapid that by the morning
of the living wake she’d
mostly lost the capacity for
sensible speech, but could
communicate that she was
still on board with the
whole extravaganza.
Her caretakers brought
her to the antique town
hall in the rural village,
a single large room with
a painted tin ceiling, a
golden wood floor and
tall windows. It is a wellused community space
with a raised stage at the
end opposite the door and
a kitchen in the back. It
is a place to gather for
concerts, meetings, theater
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performances, weddings and funerals
and the annual Misfit Prom, a costume
dance with a live band and a parade to
kick off the festivities—a prom do-over
for people of every age and persuasion.

There were a few rows of chairs and a
line that doubled back twice and wound
through improvised stanchions, with
folks waiting their turn to visit with the
Honoree.

When I arrived at the town hall, there
were easily a hundred cars parked along
the snow banks surrounding the town
common. People were coming as people
were going, so right away I had a sense
of flow. Outside, the emotional tone felt
similar to a traditional wake, people
walking thoughtfully at that edge of
mortality, reaching out to one another
with warmth and sorrow.

I mingled for a bit, then sat on a bench
along the wall where I could take it all
in. The Honoree was in a far corner of
the room, comfortably enthroned and
cared for as a steady stream of loving
pilgrims, her “legion of outlaws,” came
to pay their respects. The few rows of
chairs set facing this scene were mostly
empty; the people who did sit turned
their chairs away, I suspect because it
was so tenderly excruciating to watch.
Even as people came and went, it seemed
there were always a hundred eating and
mingling, or chatting in the serpentine
line.

As I stepped into the foyer, the sense
of heartbreak was palpable. I was gently
greeted by an event organizer who let me
know what to expect, set the tone and
handed me a paper that explained our
friend’s disease and suggested ways to
be of help. In the hall there were ample
refreshments to one side; a large banner
was set up along a far wall, with markers
for spontaneous art and notes of support.
People were visiting and talking softly,
leaning in with laughter, hugs and tears.

As I watched I found myself keenly
aware of the small group making
the room work. There was the gentle
doorkeeper I’d encountered on my way
in. A couple were serving food, keeping
tea and coffee flowing on the cold winter
afternoon. There was a gatekeeper at the
head of the line, who made
sure each person stepping
up to visit the Honoree
understood what to expect
of the encounter with our
very changed friend. There
were two or three people
flanking the Honoree,
making sure she was not
exhausted by the whole
thing, helping her to take
breaks when she asked and
keeping the show rolling.
And then there were a
few who stood to support
visitors as they came away
from saying this difficult
goodbye.
It was a three-hour event.
I arrived at the end of the
first hour and, so I could

A Celebrant’s Perspective
learn, stayed until the Honoree was
carried off and the floor was swept.
I had time to consider what I was
witnessing. I am betting that very few
of the hundreds of folks who showed
up had known what to expect when
they came through the door. And while
it makes sense that a community that
throws an annual “Misfit Prom” is one
that is more practiced with showing up
for the unexpected, what I witnessed in
people’s responses encouraged me that a
living wake can be a positive experience
for any family/community that wants to
hold one.
The organizing group had chosen to
keep the proceedings simple. With the
exception of a spontaneous song offered
at the very close of festivities, there was
nothing that a celebrant would think
resembled a cohesive group moment.
Sometimes not convening a formal
sacred space is the best way to give
everyone’s groove room for expression.
This was a celebration of the Honoree’s
individual connection with each of
us rather than an opportunity for the
comfort we find in rituals of communal
grief. Watching over the course of a few
hours, it was clear that each visitor came
away feeling they were beloved, satisfied
that their own moment was one of
authentic connection. Have I mentioned
yet how unexpected and remarkable this
was to witness?
The emotional tone of a living wake
has a completely different flavor than
a wake after death. This was an event
with which most people had no previous
experience; etiquette and social norms
were not traditionally established. This
was not Auntie Rosa’s shindig in the
parlor or Uncle Pat’s wake at the pub.
This was not visiting hours at the local
funeral home the night before a religious
service. There was no body, no urn, only
the very alive and very changed person
we worked and lived and loved with,
and now were losing. The gatekeeper at
www.naturaltransitions.org

the head of the line
expressed that most
of his task was
to remind people
that this was a
chance to connect
and say goodbye,
rather than a talent
show or benefit
performance to
help her get better.
I too stood in line to
say goodbye. I had
been watching for
almost an hour and
decided this might
better be called a
festival of life than Suzy at her living wake
a living wake. I
going to be fine. I left a doodle on the
came to the gatekeeper and asked him
banner and then took my place back on
how it was going. He told me that each
the bench, where I could watch the room
person had his or her own interpretation
and chat with whomever took a seat
of what it meant to be in the room and
next to me.
his or her own story of the Honoree.
Some thought they had a remedy for this
Not every person touches so many lives
incurable disease, and he had to remind
so deeply. Not every community can
them we were there to say goodbye. He
sustain a three-hour unscripted event
told me that most everyone carried their
hopes, except for some who came empty- that brings hundreds of people to say
goodbye to someone dying of a brainhanded and a few who seemed like they
robbing disease. At the end of the day,
had left everything behind. Over and
everyone was exhilarated and wrung
over again through the day he watched
out. One thing I learned about a living
hearts breaking as visitors transitioned
wake is that, after the room is swept up
from the anticipation of loss to the
and the festivities are over, the person
realization of what dying looks like.
who is ill and their caregivers are still
in the deep day-to-day of dying. There is
Then I stepped over the threshold
potential for some letdown; they should
myself. The Honoree’s attendants had
be prepared for this and given support.
made her chair a throne of cushions to
rest on, and as I approached, we were
I will be surprised if I am ever called on
both showered in rose petals. Someone
to coordinate a living wake involving
nearby held a unicorn balloon for
as many people or as seemingly
ambiance. We had a minute or three—I
unstructured as this, but this one sure
couldn’t tell you—to touch each other’s
set a high bar. Having witnessed a
faces and lean in close, to look deeply
festival of life on a grand scale, it is not
into each other’s eyes and to trust and
hard to imagine it working as well in
savor the connection there. I thanked
more modest, less public circumstances.
her for her existence and the blessing of
The most important thing I learned is
her friendship. And then I walked away,
that the purpose of a living wake is to
letting the comfort crew know I was
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make space for the Honoree to have
meaningful connections with as many
of the people he or she wants to share
that connection with.
In our work as celebrants, doulas,
funeral directors, clergy and other endof-life professionals, we are accustomed
to walking with the folks in our
care through the early valleys of their
loss and grief. Each of us has had to
find ways to navigate the confessions
of complex regret we hear at the edges
of the room over what people have
left unsaid in their relationships. I
was curious to see how having the
opportunity to meaningfully say
goodbye might affect these overheard
conversations, and I was moved to hear
many people saying different versions
of the phrase, “I’m so glad to have this
chance.”

Not every family is ready to organize a
living wake as a loved one is preparing
to shuffle off the mortal coil. Not every
person preparing for death has the
energy for such a public undertaking. I
now have a better sense of what to ask
the dying person, what to ask family
members and how to accommodate the
needs of visitors and family while giving
preference to the wishes of the Honoree
so their version of a festival of life will fit
just right.

a time of loss and confusion. If a person
says they’d like to try something new
and different, I want to be there to say
with confidence, “A living wake? Sure,
we can make that work.” If you want to
share experiences or brainstorm or you
just need support, please be in touch.

There are new funeral traditions being
forged. End-of-life and after-death
professionals can play vital roles in
these changing practices because we
bring competence, expertise and care to
our client families and communities in

Dina Stander is
a poet, funeral
celebrant, natural
burial advocate and shroud maker from
western Massachusetts. Contact her at
dinastander.com.

Five things to consider when planning a living wake
Setting: Home or Away?
If attendance will be modest, home may
be the best option. If attendance will be
greater and the Honoree is able to travel
and can accommodate commotion, a
favorite outdoor location or other venue
might be considered.

|advertisement|

Coma
Communication

Following & Cherishing
the Spirit in Dementia
Delirium.Coma.End of Life

Tone: Festive, Somber or
Something Completely Different?
What mood does the Honoree want
people to encounter when they arrive?
What’s the sound track? Party? Sacred?
All of the above? And very importantly,
how will the Honoree let caretakers
know if/when they’ve had enough and
need a break?

Placement: Public or Private?
…
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…

Does the Honoree want to be in public
view, screened or in a separate space
from the general hubbub? In the
situation I described, there were so many
people participating that being in the
open kept everyone aware of the others
waiting; it helped with momentum. If

I were planning a more intimate event,
there could be value in providing a
private space for the Honoree and guests.

Group Activities?
Singing together, walking a labyrinth,
stringing beads, making cookies,
decorating a banner, coffin or shroud…
A little art therapy is a great help
for carrying grief during a living
wake. After being in the proximity
of death, the chance to be close to
one another, to move together and to
leave a bit of beauty behind provides a
threshold so we can step again into the
stream of life.

Food: Home Made, Potluck
or Catered?
A living wake is a chance to say
goodbye, and like all activities involving
grief, this is hungry work for the
Honoree, the caretakers and the guests.
Food brings comfort to the day; keep it
simple, make it nourishing. And if your
tone is festive, make the meal a festival.

www.naturaltransitions.org

PREPARE FOR
DEATH AS A RITE
OF PASSAGE
Rituals to guide you through
life’s greatest transition.

Order your copy today.
Available in print and
as a digital download.
Proceeds benefit The Living
& Dying Consciously Project,
a non-profit organization.

The Living & Dying Consciously Project honors the sacred
transition at the end of life. We draw from the wisdom
teachings of ancient cultures to create and share contemporary
rituals and ceremonies that lighten the heart and touch the soul.
Visit our website at livinganddyingconsciouslyproject.org to
learn more about our community of teachers, workshops and
educational materials.

Recording the Imprints of a Life
by Deni Phinney
In the evening, just before crawling into
bed and allowing sleep to restore me, I
like to make a warm cup of golden milk.
This is a precious time of day for me,
however, so I follow a very specific ritual:
as the milk warms, I add the turmeric
and spices, and once it’s hot, just a touch
of honey in honor of life’s sweetness.
Then, it goes into a very special mug—
glazed on the inside a rich purple. On the
outside, the artist pressed an intricate
fabric into the clay to create a pattern
before firing. It’s beautiful to look at
and feels so good to hold. Ceremony
calls for the perfect instruments, right?
Then, I sit on the couch with my little
dog, Luna, cuddled on my lap and savor
all of it while reflecting on the glorious
day that is just ending. Occasionally, I
miss out on my golden milk moment,
or have to improvise the details. Life is
unpredictable that way, isn’t it?
So is death.
The doctors, nurses, technicians and
all of their equipment had just left the
room and we were finally alone together
for what seemed like the first time in
days. Was it really only a couple of
hours before that we’d been dreaming
and talking and planning? How was it
possible that my beautiful, sweet, loving
husband, best friend and great teacher
was now silent—sedated because of a
cancerous tumor that had seemingly
come from nowhere to suddenly and
completely block his airway? There
was nothing else they could do that
didn’t involve incredible risk of the sort
he’d always said he didn’t want. So, we
waited, just the two of us; but no longer
for a regular room to become available
for him, but rather for family to arrive
and say their final goodbyes.
The unexpected turn meant that
we hadn’t had any notice, and there
weren’t any ceremonial accessories
readily available in his hospital room.
Nonetheless, with the gravity that a life
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Periodically, a nurse would come in
to check on us … on him really … so we
would pause for a moment until we were
alone again.

well lived deserved, I was determined to
honor this special being as he moved on
to the next great adventure: dying and
whatever is on the other side of that. I
reached out to friends by phone and text
and asked them to bear witness. Then,
I began the process of collecting and
storing the intangible imprints of the life
that was soon going to end.
The timbre and cadence of his voice was
still fresh in my memory, so I placed
that gently into the archive in my heart.
His eyes, that intriguing blend of colors
and texture, with the perfect frame as
only nature can create, went in next. His
hands, so strong and gentle, the shape
of them, the feel of them in mine, with
our fingers interlaced as they’d been
countless times, were captured, wrapped
and carefully placed. Tenderly, I kissed
his forehead and his cheek—and added
that sensation as well.
Hospital beds are among the most
uncomfortable pieces of furniture on the
planet, and not large enough for two, but
cuddling was one of the things he did
best, so I was determined to capture that
feeling one more time. I pillowed my
head gently on his shoulder, hand on his
beating heart, just like countless times
before—and not. I thought, “Someone
should cast the shoulder of our beloveds
and make pillows from the form because
they are the most comfortable things.”
I wondered if perhaps there was a
business in that.

And I continued:
The sight of his sleeping face, the rise
and fall of his breath (unfortunately
marred by the necessity of a breathing
tube). I airbrushed that out, using the
detailed memories from countless
mornings spent lying awake while
watching him sleep.

His smile: also pulled from memory,
but animated like those newspaper
photos in the Harry Potter movies.
His courage and determination:
Had it been only a few short hours
before that he was planning a brief
and successful tenure in rehabilitation
and returning to our life together fully
restored?

His strength and bravery:
Committed to working with a doctor
we thought would be the perfect
therapeutic match, he’d been emailing
for next steps just moments before his
condition turned for the worse.

His patience and playfulness,
particularly with the little ones—
grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
His love of teaching, and it didn’t
matter what. If he knew about it, he
was happy to share it: everything from
operating a locomotive to hanging
drywall, to the history of our little town.
His love of entertaining: He enjoyed
making people laugh.
Perhaps most of all, his love of being
of service: He always dreamed of
ways to transform people’s lives and
wanted to do it on as large a scale as he
could. Whether that was giving someone
an opportunity to work who might
not otherwise be able to, or helping
www.naturaltransitions.org

another view an issue from a different
angle, or providing a safe place to live
for someone who needed it, or serving
our community on the town council.
He’d spent most of the previous night
talking to the nurse about her life and
offering guidance. All were witnessed;
all recorded.
After our family spent time with him
and left, the nurse and I prepared him for
the next part of his journey to whatever
came next. I’d committed to accompany
him along his path with cancer, but we’d
reached the point past which I could not
go. So I held him and soothed him with
hugs and words.

The unexpected turns in life call us to
do our best with whatever is readily
available. With our commitment to
bringing my beloved’s body back into
balance with cancer, we had focused
all of our energy on helping him live
until the last possible moment. We were
unprepared for his death. The universe,
however, bears witness so that all is
sacred—it is our altar—regardless of
whether we have the perfect candle and
stone or hand-thrown mug.

Deni Phinney is a
holistic intuitive coach
who helps caregivers
navigate the process
of caring for others
while caring for
themselves. She can be reached at Deni@
BlessingsWithin.com
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WHAT REALLY MATTERS

Lessons for Living from Stories of the Dying
Dr. Karen Wyatt MD., hospice physician and spiritual teacher,

leads us on a journey through the final days of her patients who, along
with their families, experience profound healing and spiritual awakening
as they face the end-of-life. Through the 7 lessons that were most
important to these patients during their last days of life, we can also
learn what really matters during this earthly journey.
•
•
•
•

how to embrace life’s difficulties rather than resist them
why we must let our hearts be broken open by love
the healing power of forgiveness
how to dwell in the present moment
• manifesting the highest potential of each
moment
• why we must let go of our expectations
• how to face our ultimate fear of death
Available at bookstores everywhere and through
Amazon.com. Connect with Dr. Wyatt, sign up for
her newsletter, and learn about her life-changing
workshop: The 7 Lessons Wisdom Path
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a time to die

A Death Anniversary
by Anne Murphy

asked to help with caring
for Levi’s body stayed while
everyone else departed.

Levi’s mother reached out
to me when she knew her
son’s wintering time was
approaching. His younger
brother and his grandmother
greeted me at the door. The
family had managed to fit
a baby grand piano into
their front room along with
Levi’s bed and a dresser that
housed all of his medical
supplies; oxygen tanks were
on the floor as well as the usual toys
and art projects that any family with
young children would have. After
introductions, Levi’s mother and father
invited me upstairs where we sat on the
bed to discuss their wishes for the time
leading up to Levi’s death and his afterdeath care. It was a thoughtful yet heavy
conversation. Levi’s mother had spent
countless hours caring for him over the
past seven years. She knew him like no
one else, and she knew that Levi would
soon die. I had agreed to be of support
during his dying, even though I would
normally arrive after a death. Two days
later I got the call.
Levi’s community was diverse and large.
Many people asked to visit. A schedule
was created to give the family some
time by themselves and to also allow
for visitors. I invited Levi’s father, a
musician, to play music and to ask other
musicians to join him. There was almost
30 | VOLUME 7 NUMBER 1 |
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Levi was born in 2009 with
severe brain damage. His
loving family took care of
him 24/7 at home along
with a host of caregivers;
they modeled the kind of
compassion and love this
world needs. The family never
locked their door as there was
always someone coming and
going: Levi’s music therapist, a
nurse or social worker, a close
friend or family member.

Shu family with Levi
constant music throughout the day and
into the evening as Dad played piano
accompanied by flutes, saxophones,
singing bowls and drums.
Family members, friends and caregivers
filtered in and out throughout the day.
They brought food, shared meals and
visited with Levi. By this time the family
had moved Levi upstairs for peace
and privacy. His room was filled with
flowers, candles and aromatherapy.
On the fourth day of the vigil during
Levi’s dying time, the family held a
religious service at home with a full
band and more than 20 people who had
assembled to pray and sing. The house
reverberated with spirit-filled music and
words of worship.
Later in the evening as things were
winding down, we learned that Levi had
taken his last breath and died with his
family by his side. Those who had been

We lit more candles and
gathered all the necessary
supplies. We warmed up
the blessed water that Levi’s
grandma had brought
for the washing of his
body. I held the bowl of
water for Levi’s mother
and grandmother as they
shared blessings, prayers
and stories. So many of our
ancestors have participated
in this ancient ritual, we felt
held by those who had gone
before.

Levi’s mother and
grandmother then dressed
him and proceeded to keep
his body cool by opening up
the windows and placing
Techni ice around his body.
Levi’s younger brother asked to sleep
with Levi for the night, a nighttime
ritual both boys had enjoyed. The
parents allowed the younger brother
to fall asleep with Levi and later
transferred the sleeping sibling to his
own bed.
The next day was quiet as the parents
requested the presence of only
immediate family. Later that evening
after younger brother’s bedtime, Levi’s
mother and grandmother began to dress
him in the white silk, hand-sewn pants
and top that his paternal grandmother
had made for this occasion. Next they
wrapped Levi in a saffron-colored silk
shroud before performing one of the
hardest tasks yet, removing his body
from their home and transferring his
care to the funeral director.
* * *
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A year has passed since Levi’s death,
and life is very different for his family.
His presence is still deeply felt, but
the door is now locked at night. Levi’s
grandmother has moved back to her
home in Minnesota; she visits by Skype
and in person during the holidays. A
few caregivers, therapists and educators
come occasionally for social visits.
A stuffed lion wearing one of Levi’s
favorite shirts, a bib and an oxygen tube
in its snout, sits on the day bed where
Levi spent much of his time. The lion is
there for those times when someone is
missing Levi.
Levi’s family marked the anniversary
of their son’s death by inviting their
community to gather in their home. I
saw many familiar faces from a year
ago: friends, children, neighbors, night
nurses, aides and other palliative care
workers who had cared for a child born
with complex medical challenges, was
profoundly developmentally delayed,
and who had required ICU-level care
at home.
From the back of the house where we
gathered with lit candles, we could see
mother, father and younger brother in
the room where Levi died. At 6:43 pm
they turned the bedroom lights off to
mark the time and date of Levi’s death.
I felt that same stillness I had felt a year
ago. The family came to the window
to gaze down on those holding candles
below, then came outside and greeted
everyone as they always had, with kind
words and hugs. Later we released seven
balloons to represent each year of Levi’s
life. We shared memories and ate fruit,
Levi’s favorite food. This simple evening
beautifully mirrored the grace in which
this family continues to walk.
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Photo courtesy of Joseph Yetman from the
Isaac Initiative, a nonprofit dedicated
to providing professional photography
services to families with loved ones who
have been diagnosed with terminal
illness. There is no charge to the families
they serve. youcaring.com/the-isaacinitiative-575819

Anne Murphy is a
life cycle celebrant,
home vigil guide,
spiritual director
supporting a handson approach to death
at athousandhands.
com. Through
ceremony, education and guidance Anne
works passionately to restore our natural
desire to be with death in a conscious,
compassionate and loving way.
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Shrouding Circles
by Holly Blue Hawkins
For as long as humankind has cared
for the bodies of our beloved departed
in a sacred manner, we have wrapped
them in shrouds. Traditional, indigenous
societies relied upon available
materials such as animal skins. With
the development of textiles, remains
were wrapped in fabrics such as linen
or nettle cloth. These were sometimes
impregnated with aromatic preservative
waxes (such as beeswax), oils and resins,
or herbs, perhaps for their preservative
or mystical properties, or simply to
sweeten the unmistakable scent of death
while the remains decomposed.
In addition to the practical aspects of
shrouding for the transportation of
remains to a designated burial site,
ceremonial wrapping suggests a desire
to set apart human remains in a shroud
of privacy that echoes the soul’s journey
into realms of The Great Mystery. We
tuck away the dis-inhabited body much
as we would tuck in a sleepy child for
the night.
Depending upon the religious beliefs
and practices of the community, there
might be a “laying out” of the body in the
home for viewing: a time for mourners
to make an emotional adjustment to the
death. Or the body might be removed to
another location to be ritually prepared
by a holy society for its “final journey.”
There is a growing trend to reclaim
some of the disappearing vestiges of
pre-industrial Western society. Domestic
pursuits that were once basic survival
skills—such as home cooking, growing
backyard vegetables, spinning or
knitting—have an almost spiritual, rehumanizing quality that can be deeply
comforting and re-ensouling. This
includes the simple art of caring for our
own dead. Activities as basic as washing,
dressing and shrouding a body can have
a profound impact on the process of
grief and integrating the absence of a
familiar member of a community.
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Even if a shrouded body is going to
be put into a casket (as is common in
some traditions), the shrouding can be a
turning point in the letting-go process, a
meaningful honoring of the body as it is
prepared for giveaway. Laws vary from
one state to another, and so do cemetery
regulations; it is best to find out ahead
of time the requirements in your area
to avoid delays, disappointments and
awkward situations at the cemetery.
Exquisite, hand-crafted shrouds are
available commercially, both in the US
and UK. *It is also possible to create a
shroud from one or more pieces of fabric.
For example, one woman who died had
been a collector of beautiful saris and
sarongs. These became the materials
in which her friends spontaneously
wrapped her. Shrouds can either be
sewn or simply folded and tucked. The
Canadian Integrative Network for Death
Education and Alternatives makes
available six different downloadable
patterns on their website. In addition to
beautiful woven caskets, Final Footprint
provides a woven rattan carrying tray to
make moving and lowering a shrouded
body as easy as using a conventional
casket.
As we reclaim centuries-old traditions,
we return to practical skills to guide us
in the simple yet profound techniques
for preparing the bodies of the deceased.
Just as traditional societies would call
for the midwife at the time of a birth,
the shrouding woman or holy society
would be called at the time of a death.
Well-versed in the tools, practices and
challenges involved, these trained
practitioners became the quiet leaders
of whole communities navigating the
unsettling terrain of death.
_____

* Note: Six different shroud patterns with
instructions are available from Canadian
Integrative Network for Death Education and
Alternatives http://cindea.ca/shrouds.html

I first had the idea of creating a sacred
theater piece on death, while assisting
Jerrigrace Lyons in her Final Passages
training. Part of the training program
includes learning to prepare a body
(historically referred to as “laying out”)
and creating a ceremony for honoring
the deceased. Practice “funerals” are
created by the students using whatever
props are available, and some of the
presentations are surprisingly emotional
experiences.
When I was invited to provide a
demonstration of care for the body, it
became an opportunity to combine
sacred theater with experiential
learning. As someone who has been
caring for the bodies of deceased fellow
congregants in our Jewish Burial Society
for over 20 years, I was eager to find
a way of turning what was intended
to be a practical demonstration into
an encounter with the rhythms and
graceful, timeless gestures of caring for
our dead. And so the Shrouding Circle
was born.
We met one afternoon at the home
of one of our group members. Our
volunteer “honorary decedent” went
into the bedroom, lay down on the bed
and put herself into a light trance. The
rest of us—the preparation team—stayed
in the living room and collected our
energies into a seamless circle, focused
on the task at hand, as if this were a real
situation rather than an arm’s distance
demonstration. We chanted together
as a centering practice and brought our
collective attention into the present
moment.
Then we quietly entered the bedroom
and began to care for our friend. First we
positioned her on a draw sheet and lifted
her reverently from the bed to a mat
on the floor, where we could move all
around her. If there had been a massage
table, we could have transferred the
body there. But to make the experience
www.naturaltransitions.org

as authentic as possible, we worked with
what we had, in this case an exercise
mat on the floor.
Using warm, fragrant water, we gently
washed her face, hands and feet, brushed
her hair and drew ceremonial garments
over her close-fitting yoga suit. Then
we found a decorative wall hanging
that was large enough to turn into a
simple shroud, in which we wrapped
her, leaving her face exposed. While
someone sang softly, others went looking
around the house for elements to make
the room feel more shrine-like: candles,
incense, flowers, and so on. When we
all felt content with the adornments, a
few photos were taken. We sat in a circle
with our friend in the center and, one by
one, eulogized her, until a holy hush fell
upon us. Someone played the flute.
After a few minutes of silence, we began
the process of “bringing her back”:
gently talking to her, stroking her face
and hair, removing the flowers and
loosening the tightly swaddled shroud,
then opening it up and assisting her into
a sitting position. A peaceful reverence
enveloped us all as we helped her out
of the ceremonial attire. Then we all sat
together, talked about our experience
and feelings and—I don’t exactly
remember—perhaps drank some tea
before moving on with our days. Here is
what our honorary decedent had to say:
“I felt very supported by the eight
women who lifted and carried me from
the bed to a mat on the floor, where they
bathed my arms, hands, face and feet
with a washcloth and warm water, and
with great tenderness prepared my body.
Every time they changed my position
to clothe me in burial garments and
wrap my body in a death shroud, I felt
gentleness and care in their coordinated
effort.
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Shrouding demonstration by Holly Blue Hawkins
“I enjoyed hearing Holly play the flute
and sing; the purification prayer/
blessing energy, clearing Icaro* that
Naomi sang was very effective, as was
the smudging and words of appreciation
spoken by others about me. It was the
first time that I was smudged with the
addition of brushing my arms and legs.
The energy clearing felt more thorough
this way. I fell asleep when the first
flowers were being laid on me.
“Afterward I was surprised how dead
I looked in the photos and was very
happy to see the smiling photo at the
end. The experience marked a pivotal
moment in my life and I am deeply
grateful for the experience. Much
gratitude to Holly and Naomi, and to the
circle of women who made this a special
and memorable day.”
A Shrouding Circle is an opportunity
to practice caring for a body in a
sacred manner. It also offers a unique
experience for the one who is playing the
role of the deceased person to experience
_____
* A shamanic Portuguese purification hymn
sung in certain ceremonies while smudging
the space with incense and herbs.

what it would be like to be cared for
in this way. And it has the potential
to grow into a precious bonding
experience for a group of practitioners
who are interested in expanding their
skillfulness into an art form or even a
calling. Imagine a circle of like-minded
individuals making the commitment to
“be there” for one another, perhaps for
their entire community, having learned
the ancient art of caring for our own
dead. I invite you to share this simple
practice in your own community and
welcome your feedback and the stories
that emerge.

Holly Blue Hawkins, poet, musician,
author and founder of Integral
Thanatology Institute, is a natural
deathcare advocate, Rosha of a Chevra
Kadisha (Jewish Burial Society), and
creator of Shrouding Circles. She can
be reached by email at hollyblue@
LastRespectsConsulting.com

Photo credit: SevenPonds and Final Passages as
part of Reimagine "Emerging Rituals: New Ways
of Honoring & Celebrating End of Life”
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nhfa news

Ten-Year Anniversary
by Sarah Crews

The ten-year anniversary of the
inception of the National Home Funeral
Alliance will be marked in 2019. I
had the heart-opening experience of
attending the first conference of this
remarkable organization in 2010 in
Boulder, CO. It was there that I became
acquainted with some of the people I
had only read about in books or seen
in moving documentaries: Elizabeth
Knox, Jerrigrace Lyons and Joe Sehee. As
we went around the room introducing
ourselves, I had the deep sensation of
finally, and unexpectedly, meeting my
tribe and finding my passion. My mind
was opened as I listened to speakers
including Char Barrett and Karen
van Vuuren, and I knew that I would

continue to find out everything I could
about home funerals and green burial.
In 2013 I joined the NHFA Board of
Directors, and I have had the good
fortune to work closely with so many
of the inspiring people who have made
this organization what it is today. It is
satisfying to be a part of an organization
that continues to open hearts and
minds to transformative possibilities in
after-death care. Our board is a hardworking group of volunteers dedicated
to spreading the word about home
funerals nationally and increasingly,
internationally. I am honored to be
leading this bunch of stellar individuals,
who inspire me at every turn as we usher
in our second decade.

The mission of the NHFA is to educate
and empower families and communities
to care for their own dead. While we
are an internationally recognized
organization, the work that we do
remains grassroots and is largely being
delivered by our members in their
communities, towns and cities. For
some this may be holding home funeral
workshops at the public library, giving a
presentation at church or for the Rotary
Club, or talking with and supporting
family members as they prepare for the
death of a loved one. For others, it may
be integrating home funeral education
with services a hospice team already
provides or advocating for the local
hospital to keep decedent release policies
supportive of families’ custodial rights.
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However you are making a difference
in your family or community, know
that the NHFA is here to support
you in whatever way we can. Our
communications task force has recently
updated our website to make it more
beautiful and user-friendly. As we all
gain by learning from each other, we
welcome your stories, successes and
challenges to be printed in our newest
newsletter feature called “Notes from the
Field.”
We are very excited about our 2019
conference, “Head, Hands and Heart
of Home Funerals: Weaving Art and
Ritual with the Practical,” to be held
October 2–4 at Oak Ridge Conference
Center near Minneapolis, MN. As our
events task force works out the roster
of speakers and details of the sessions,
we will keep the membership updated
through our website and Facebook
page, as well as in Natural Transitions

magazine. If you haven’t attended an
NHFA conference yet, we encourage you
to save the date. This is one not to be
missed. It might just change your life!
Membership in the NHFA is free and
open to everyone. We rely on the
generosity of our members to be able
to organize conferences, maintain a
web presence and provide educational
resources. This fall we will be holding
our annual fundraiser and virtual
conference November 1–4 (2018), with
online webinars and teleconferences
on member-requested topics ranging
from body care, the arts and creative
expression of home funerals, to
starting the conversation with your
county coroner. We look forward to
talking with long-time members and
meeting new ones.

Sarah Crews is a
singer/songwriter
and dabbler in the
arts. She is president
of the the board of the National Home
Funeral Alliance.

Resilience Art
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A Unique Grief Coloring Book
by ELAINE VOCI
Elaine Voci

Resilience Art: A Grief Coloring Book
Using Ritual and Music to Help You Grow
engages readers and
demonstrates how music
Resilience Art
and the creative arts are
wonderfully effective
ways to express sorrow
and other emotions of
grief.
Voci shows how
the pairing of both
can encourage the
emergence of our natural resilience and helps us
regain our emotional footing.
A Grief Coloring
Book Using
Ritual and Music
to Help You Grow

ELAINE VOCI
illustrated by
Madeline Miller

Resilience Art

Indianapolis-based
author and life coach
Elaine Voci, Ph.D.
ElaineVoci.com

Order through
Amazon.com
www.naturaltransitions.org
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The Almighty Pen

Healing through Journaling
by Brette Petway

I started journaling at 28 years
old. My writing began on a
wilderness trip—I had decided I
needed to spend a month in the
Canyonlands in Utah. The trip
became a therapeutic journey
that changed my life and how I
handled my feelings.

journaling would help me
through the grieving process; it
was just something I stumbled
upon. And it worked! I was
writing like crazy, sharing my
pain, anger, grief and good times
in my journal. I started drawing
my feelings as well.

Less than a year after that trip,
my younger sister Mandi, only
25, passed away. She was a
junior in high school when she
was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s
disease. I remember her as
sweet, sensitive and spiritual.
She had brown hair, green eyes
and a slender build. Over time,
her appearance on the outside
changed because of her cancer
treatments, but her outlook
remained positive and strong.

I’d sketch a human body and
journal on and around it.
Whatever I was feeling in my
body, I’d share on the body
that I sketched: love, sadness,
confusion, loneliness, faith, loss,
anger.

The shock that our family
experienced from Mandi’s
diagnosis and eventual death
was so deep that I’m not sure
it ever completely dissipated.
I realize that we all deal
with death in different ways,
but repression only leads to
more problems—physically,
emotionally and spiritually. I know this
because I held onto emotions for years
while Mandi was sick.
During her illness I was frozen with
grief and anger. Before Mandi’s diagnosis,
sibling rivalry had formed a wedge
between us; we weren’t best friends. I
was three years older, but I distanced
myself emotionally and eventually
physically as well as I went off to
college. I wasn’t there for her during
her treatments, and I regret not asking
her what was going on in her mind and
body.
My family was like a lot of others:
sharing love, life and all that we endure,
including grief, the best we could. If my
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family talked about issues, we didn’t
communicate any feelings, which stayed
bottled up inside. We never talked
about what her illness meant to each
of us, or to us as a family unit. We had
to deal with the emotions surrounding
her illness and death on our own.
The message was: feel it, but keep it to
yourself. No one knew how to process
the grief.
So, after repressing my feelings since
Mandi was in high school, I put pen to
paper in my journal for the first time
and discovered a private place to share
my feelings. Until that point I had been
internalizing them or covering them
up with partying and other addictive
behaviors. Although conventional
wisdom for many, I didn’t know that

“Conventional wisdom tells
us that writing a journal in
times of catastrophic trauma
is a good and helpful thing to
do,” Kathleen Adams writes in
her article, “Managing Grief
through Journal Writing.” “The
fine black lines on starchy
paper are kind and patient.
They witness without judgment,
contain without confinement,
fill up and become more in
the process of catharsis. As
a psychotherapist who has
specialized for 15 years in the
power of writing to heal body, psyche
and soul, I know this to be true.”1
Later I started painting these feelings,
and then I started collaging. This went
on for years. Over time, my journaling
led to a prayerful path. It is that path
that I have shared in my book Prayer Is
Good: A Path from Grief to Peace.
I know in my heart that my journaling
is a form of connection I have with
God. Day in and day out I had God, my
journal, my color and my feelings to
help me through the grief. Since that
revelation, I have been able to help many
others use this creative approach to
prayer, which I call “Active Prayer.”
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and Active Prayer
Here’s how Active Prayer works. You
start by writing a journal entry. If you
feel inspired you can also color a graphic
image of your words. Be inspired and
encouraged to tune into your own
stories, experiences and inspirations
during this time. Do not be attached
to what you write or how you color
the words. This prayerful journey is
about you processing your feelings and
expressing your personal prayer or your
personal conversation with God.
It’s normal to experience difficulty
during this journey, but push forward
and tune in to your feelings, expressing
them without self-judgment on the pages
of your journal. Writing from your heart
is what’s going to help you clear the pain.
To really make your prayer come alive,
I suggest creating a dedicated space
that you can use each time you want
to deeply connect with God. This space
will be where you engage all your senses
in prayer. It can be a space in the corner
of your bedroom or living room where
you place a cozy pillow, a pen and paper,
a candle, incense, or aromatherapy.
Perhaps brew some relaxing tea.
We all experience prayer differently.
For me, prayer is a conversation, a
connection between God and me. Prayer
healed me through my grief at the loss
of my sister. Years later I realize that
I was praying throughout the entire
grieving process through my creations
and expressions in my journals. These
prayers were healing me through all that
I was writing and experiencing—bright
times, dark times, life times and death
times. My life was a constant seesaw
between what was going on and what
I was writing down in my journal.
It wasn’t always easy to process my
experiences into words on the page, yet
at the same time, it was so freeing. This
process of using my head, my heart and
my hands helped me to express what

www.naturaltransitions.org

was going on within me. I felt so free and
so available to myself.

my body of the grief that was weighing
on me.

Using the senses to express emotion
can be a powerful way to work through
anguish on a path toward peace. In our
techno-fueled digital society, journaling,
writing and tactile arts are more
important than ever. There’s something
cathartic about the tactile process of
putting pen to paper or brush to canvas.

That’s not to say that I don’t grieve any
more; my grief is ongoing. I love Mandi
so dearly. She’s my angel and she’s with
me wherever I go. I miss her. Through
her loss I learned that life is full of many
opportunities to love, learn and grow.
It was through Mandi’s death that I
gained life. The grieving process helped
me connect to my inner self, helped me
identify my feelings, helped me grow
my relationship with God. Through the
grieving process my emotions melted
onto many pages in my journals, freeing
me. Over time, my journaling led to a
prayerful path. It is that path that I now
share with others.

Why is this? Studies show that writing
with a pen and paper activates regions
of the brain that are associated with
processing and remembering, two
important elements to the grieving
process. Writing electronically simply
doesn’t fire up these same regions of
the brain. “Writing entails using the
hand and fingers to form letters … the
sequential finger movements activate
multiple regions of the brain associated
with processing and remembering
information,” Patricia Ann Wade,
a learning specialist with Indiana
University’s School of Medicine told
Huffington Post’s Catherine Pearson.2
This revelation and the tactile benefits
of writing with a pen and paper aren’t
surprising to me. As a spiritual artist
I have experienced the benefits of a
hand, head, heart, full body approach
to learning, grieving and life in general.
In fact, I moved to Boulder, CO, so my
children could attend a Waldorf school,
which supports an art-based curriculum
that fosters a head, heART, hands
education and is focused on creating a
connection throughout the body.
It’s this whole-body approach that is so
critical to the grieving process. While we
all process sadness in different ways, for
me, every emotion floated through my
body. Some emotions passed through
and I could let them go, but others got
stuck in certain parts of my physical
body. Journaling, art and prayer were
how I processed these emotions and rid

endnotes

1. Adams, Kathleen. Managing Grief through
Journal Writing. Originally published in
MADDvocate (the publication of Mothers
Against Drunk Drivers) January 2001 issue.
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com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/ArticleKA-Managing-Grief-through-JournalWriting.pdf
2. Pearson, Catherine. “The Benefits of
Writing with Good Old Fashioned Pen and
Paper,” in The Huffington Post. September
12, 2014. Available online: https://www.
huffingtonpost.ca/entry/writing-onpaper_n_5797506.

Brette Petway is a spiritual artist and
author and the founder and creator of
Prayer Is Good, LLC. Prayer Is Good
creates products that bring prayers to life
and life to prayers through art, coloring
and journaling. For further information,
visit www.prayerisgood.com. You can
follow Prayer Is Good on Facebook/
Prayerisgood.co and on Instagram @
PrayerisGood.
Prayer Is Good: A Path from Grief to
Peace can be purchased in paperback
from Amazon.com or prayerisgood.com
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Mapping Our Dying
by Bart Windrum

Bart Windrum’s new book, The
Promised Landing: A Gateway to Peaceful
Dying, provides a unique context for
understanding our Western dying
experiences. Windrum identifies and
distinguishes between the various dying
situations framing our journey toward,
or away from, the peaceful demise
we want. Readers can participate in a
guided recitation, in print or via audio
recording, to sample every destination
throughout our dying territory—
engaging the heart and soul, where
resolve for fulfilling our promises
takes root. Windrum examines and
proposes solutions to an interrelated
set of everyday personal and systemic
obstacles to peaceful dying, so you can
better forecast their impact and adjust
your glide path while time remains
to die in peace and at peace. This
article combines Windrum’s thoughts
through condensed excerpts from the
book, edited and sequenced for this
presentation. For a moment, visualize
the continental United States from high
enough out in space to see the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts, the Gulf of Mexico
and some of Mexico and Canada. The
Rocky Mountains appear as speckles;
only enormous lakes are discernible. You
are likely aware of something overlaying
the continent, something not visible but
existing in your mind’s eye and in our
lives.

according to the ease or difficulty of
moving along them and the anticipated
pleasure or displeasure of passing
through or staying in one state or
another.

You perceive a map of the US and its
state borders. You understand that
those borders represent demarcations
between a set of related things, in this
case political and social jurisdictions.
The states have statehood in common,
yet they are distinctly different from one
another. From geography, topography
and climate to social mores and unique
characteristics, we understand that
we will experience each as a distinctly
different place. When planning a
journey to some destination, we may
judge contours, routes and roadways

The Promised Landing opens a gateway
to peaceful dying. It presents a
solution for a prevalent yet previously
unidentified problem: our inability to
differentiate among dying situations.
I’ll name and describe every dying
situation we experience in today’s world.
We’ll see all of them combined as our
dying territory, where the different
dying situations are way stations and
destinations that we can learn to aim for
and aim to avoid.
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Now envision our dying time’s expanse
as a territory with distinctly different
end-states that we collectively have all
experienced. The sole word dying fails
to describe the array of destinations
throughout our dying territory or even
convey that there are any. Using only this
word limits our ability to distinguish
among different dying experiences. Our
future dying situations are predictable
because we have previously experienced
them; we just haven’t formally identified
and named them. Situations for which
we have no names do not enter our
psyche. Nor do they enter our thinking,
our conversations and, certainly, not our
planning and resolve.
The Promised Landing identifies our
dying territory. A thanatological tool,
Windrum’s Matrix of Dying Terms,
coherently maps it.
We are several decades into a social
movement examining how we die,
aiming to fix what we deem wrong. I
see the stakes as higher now that we’ve
begun this effort than before we started.
This has to do with promises and our
desires around how and where we land.

To accomplish this, I have developed a
tool that names our dying situations:
Windrum’s Matrix of Dying Terms. The
Promised Landing presents the Matrix
element by element, culminating in a
spoken recitation through which we
will take a personal tour of our dying
territory, imaginatively placing ourselves
throughout it. We’ll then locate our
dying territory within the larger context
of other significant obstacles to peaceful
dying which, taken together, comprise
a practical end-of-life lexicon, To Die in
Peace: Our Rights of Passage.

Getting to Peace
Obstacles peculiar to our time await all
of us throughout our dying territory.
When we become ensnared by them
(most of us do...), we suffer from stressors
and risks in addition to those inherent
in dying. We can learn to identify,
recognize and plan around these
obstacles before we’re upon them and
they are upon us. Because the obstacles,
by definition, infringe on peace, this is
not a book about peace; it’s a book about
getting to peace.
Medicine’s repeated message is that
filling out advance directives and
appointing an advocate will result in
peaceful dying. And many people hope
that spiritual engagement will provide
a bulwark against the strong sociomedical tide carrying millions of us to
protracted, overmedicalized deaths. My
experiences have taught me that more
is required. We must learn to identify,
understand and manage a range of
prevalent obstacles standing between
our desire for peaceful deaths and the
types of deaths that too many of our
loved ones have experienced—deaths
which millions of us have witnessed, or
participated in, and reject as inhumane.
As with any long trip, we’ll begin
by considering where we’re starting
from and imagine where we’re going.
www.naturaltransitions.org

We’ll orient ourselves, unfold a new
map, learn to read it and explore the
unknown. We’ll see new sights and
learn the landmarks; the unfamiliar
will become familiar as we name
situations that we may have already
experienced but haven’t thought to name
or formalize. Eventually the stimuli will
coalesce into a new way of perceiving
our end-of-life experiences. As our death
denial fog lifts, our dying territory and
obstacles to successfully navigating it
will emerge as a new landscape. Viewing
that horizon, we’ll be better positioned
to chart our glide paths to the peaceful
dying experiences we want.

One Example:
Suspended Dying
At age 81 my mother experienced
sudden respiratory distress. She accepted
emergency medical aid and was
almost instantly intubated—placed on
a breathing machine. Dad called us in
tears from the intensive care unit; the
next day my sister and I arrived in south
Florida from our homes in Colorado.
We were a small family, just the four
of us. The folks had directives, and
we’d had family conversations about
end-of-life matters. And there we were,
all of us fully expecting Dad, with his
comorbidities, to have dropped dead
first, staring at Mom, unconscious with
a depressed internal temperature, “wired
up” in the chilly ICU under only a thin
top sheet.
Mom remained in critical condition
on machine ventilation for over two
weeks until efforts to save her proved
futile. I never thought to ask Dad if
that is what they had wanted. We
were all just shocked. Those endless
days were emotionally brutal, filled
with care-lessness, clinical errors,
ineffective treatment handoffs (referred
to as “discontinuity” in the medical
profession), hard surroundings and
the adverse mismanagement of
communication with our patient-family.
I detail the many lessons we learned
there in my first book, Notes from the
Waiting Room: Managing a Loved One’s
End-of-Life Hospitalization.
www.naturaltransitions.org

My family experienced a particular type
of dying situation. We had no name for
it at the time. I’ve since named it, along
with 16 others. All dying situations
are identifiable if we reflect upon
their timing and who or what exerts
predominant control over our decline
and final days (referred to as active
dying). At the time of Mom’s collapse,
she landed in a place I now call Delayed
dying, her death being delayed by the
introduction of life-support equipment.
During those weeks, we all traversed
Mom’s dying territory, ending up in a
situation I call Suspended dying. In this
state, the ventilator was doing Mom’s
breathing for her; it was the prominent
aspect of our experience throughout
her demise. Her treatment was highly
medically managed, and the course
of her disease extended well beyond
its onset, into what medicine calls a
Progressed timeframe. Adding these
aspects together, in the language of
Windrum’s Matrix of Dying Terms, we
experienced Suspended dying, under
Machine control, at the Progressed stage
of a Medically managed demise. Those
are all the parameters; I simply say
Suspended dying for short.
If you’ve had the misfortune to be a
surrogate for a dying loved one or to
attend a loved one’s demise under these
circumstances, you probably understand
that “Suspended” is an apt descriptor for
both the dying and the living during
such a dying experience.

Promises, Promises
Dying may be painful in and of itself,
and losing loved ones is existentially
painful. Medicine has blessed us with
its beneficence over the past several
generations, yet left unchecked, our
medical system too often adds an
additional, unnecessary level of pain.
Where intrinsic pain is part of living
and dying, extrinsic pain is unnecessary
distress resulting from the nature and
machinations of our technologically rich
and relationship-poor medical system,
abetted by our collective naiveté and
willfully ignorant approach to dying.
And now, the likelihood looms for
additional suffering emanating from
unfulfilled promises.

The promises come from three sources.
One source is medicine, through its wise
guidance to execute advance directive
documents and to assign a proxy to
assist or represent us. Another source of
promises is spiritual guidance intended
to both calm us and reinforce our inner
fortitude. Although both are useful,
each, I believe, implies that following
the offered guidance will significantly
increase our likelihood of dying
peacefully rather than connected to
unwanted life supports.
The third source of promises is us.
Having collectively experienced millions
of overmedicalized deaths, many of us,
individually and collectively, are striving
to become death-literate and death
accepting, promising ourselves “never
again.” We believe this promise will
be fulfilled because we filled out legal
directives and/or engaged in spiritual
practice, certain that we have learned
enough to succeed.
We have not. Should these promises fail,
whether they were implied from sources
outside ourselves or emanating from
within, and we end up landing in the
types of dying situations we’ve vowed
never to experience again, we add a new,
third level of end-of-life pain: promise
pain. Imagine for a long moment
looking back on a loved one’s demise
in which all three levels of pain were
part of your experience. As one who
has experienced intrinsic and extrinsic
end-of-life pain combined, I can tell you
that I do not want promise pain added to
future deaths in my family—nor to our
memories. Nor to yours.
Practical education in identifying and
learning how to mitigate obstacles
to peaceful dying is crucial—and
virtually absent from civil and medical
conversations. Given how medicalized,
death-denying and controlling our
society is, I do not believe that directives
and novice proxies and enriched spirit
can, alone or together, act as a bulwark
against inevitable and multiple obstacles
to dying in peace.
These pursuits are valid, useful and
necessary. Missing is the third leg of
an end-of-life management tripod:
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examination of the everyday practical
obstacles that our system places in
our way. There are many. They are
severe. They are unexpected. They
have persisted for generations, and any
combination of obstacles is likely to pop
up within any given demise, despite any
implied promises from any source.
Obstacles may develop slowly or arise
instantaneously. They are linked,
appearing simultaneously or in
predictable sequence. They are persistent
and shocking, ambushing us deep
within our dying territory. We enter our
dying realm with insufficient knowledge
to plot our course through it, with no

map of its contours or way stations and
no sensitivity regarding impending
obstacles. Our practical unpreparedness
overwhelms the promise implied by
directives, spiritual activation and our
own awakened longing.
The Promised Landing maps that
territory. We will explore it, ending our
tour with a deepened appreciation of
obstacles ahead and perhaps a resolve
to learn what we must do, beyond
directives and inner work, to overcome
them so that we might increase our
likelihood of dying in peace and of
dying at peace.

A depiction of 21st century end-of-life experience

Matrix: Underpinnings
How do we apply equanimity and
resolve as developed in the loving
quietude of spiritual practice when we
are suddenly enmeshed in red-alert
circumstances, or over time in order
to try to steer clear of such situations?
The key is learning exactly what those
situations are made of, in advance, so
that we may recognize and anticipate
them. I suggest that learning equanimity
and resolve without also learning
about ever-present obstacles to dying in
peace leaves us at full risk of enduring
experiences that we say we want to
avoid—and of surviving loved ones
living thereafter with those technicolor
memories.

Matrix Territory:
Where’re You Gonna
Land?
The idea of landing somewhere is so
common that we express it as aphorisms:
“Landed in hot water” and “Where’re you
gonna land?”
“Landings” arrayed across Windrum’s
Matrix represent distinctly different
dying situations. Each landing
represents the intersection, or
combination or mashup of who or what
exerts predominant control and how
long into a demise we enter active dying
and experience our death.
Think of landings as destinations that
appear on maps like settlements and
mountaintops. Maps reveal how we may
travel through some region. Destinations
are places we stop. At the end of life, we
stop somewhere for good. And we get
there by traversing, over time, our dying
territory.

Modern obstacles to peaceful dying exist within a larger end-of-life milieu. The top
gear set depicts the end-of-life totality in simpler times—most of human history; these
elemental aspects remain our fundamental experience. The bottom gear set represents
conventional modern guidance for people wanting to minimize their exposure to the
downside risks of late life medical overtreatment. The middle gear contains aspects
of 21st century dying that most of us encounter briefly or at length, smoothly or with
difficulty. These interrelated obstacles to peaceful dying are an inescapable part of
engagement with modern medicine; spinning the bottom gear set and experiencing the
top gear set inevitably engages the middle realm and its internal gears—personal and
systemic obstacles to peaceful dying. ©2018 Bart Windrum and Axiom Action. All rights reserved.
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Matrix: Landings
Windrum’s Matrix of Dying Terms
contains 17 landings with unique names
representing distinctly different dying
situations. We’ve experienced all of them
collectively in our societies and one by
one as individuals and patient-families.

www.naturaltransitions.org

Landings in which we find ourselves are
our dying situations. Circumstances do
not define them. This is not to say that
circumstances don’t matter to us; they
most certainly do. Our circumstances fill
our landings when we enter; when we
leave, our circumstances leave with us.
The Matrix is a tool, not a chore. We
store tools when not in use and retrieve
them when we need them. When we
lack the right tool for some job, we fudge
it. Or kludge. These words mean “to
tinker” and “to use ill-assorted parts.”
We do what we can with what we
have on hand. Fudging and kludging
about end-of-life matters can land us in
euphemistic hot water. When we want
to make lasting repairs, we seek tools
designed to do the job and learn how to
use them. The 17 landing names, taken
together, are such a tool. They help us
do a job that we, individually and as a
society, have needed help doing for a
very long time. Matrix names capture
and succinctly express the essential
nature of our experience. Windrum’s
Matrix of Dying Terms helps us realize
in concrete terms that dying situations
differ from one another, and it suggests
how.
Our dying territory’s situations and
landing names are:
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊
◊◊

Insleep dying
Sudden dying
Erroneous dying
Emergency Room dying
Suicidal dying
Early dying
Midstream dying
Endstate dying
SlowMotion dying
Delayed dying
Suspended dying
Repetitive dying
Vegetative dying
Released dying
Postponed dying
Failed dying and
Collaborative dying

The Promised Landing contains 55
color graphics throughout five of its 11
chapters depicting our dying territory.

www.naturaltransitions.org

To Die in Peace:
Our Rights of Passage
Unless we successfully divorce ourselves
from our own milieu, we will encounter
and utilize conventional medicine near
and at the end of our lives. And with
good reason: For most of us, for most
of our lives, in most cases, medicine
works well. Medicine gave my family
an additional 19 years of my father’s
life, for which we are grateful, yet I
must count us as among those who
have experienced medical harm as
my father’s death was precipitated by
hospital-caused medical error.
We know that medicine’s promises
tend to break down near the end of life
unless we exercise careful management.
Doing so can be like walking a
tightrope at best. At worst we fall into
the strong current of conventional,
overmedicalized treatments that our
directives, spiritual efforts and promises
are meant to prevent us from getting
trapped in in the first place.
I have identified 10 obstacles to dying
in peace. Three—family relations,
beliefs and finances—are completely
personal. When they arise, they can be
deeply divisive and disruptive. I do not
address how to manage them, but they’re
prevalent and influential and so must
be mentioned. About the other seven
obstacles I offer a lot, for there’s much
that each of us can do once we’re aware
of these obstacles’ existence and how
they influence our lives and our deaths:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Difficulty distinguishing among
dying situations (solved by Our
Dying Territory)
Trouble determining when enough
is enough
Over-reliance on advance directives
Exposure to medical snafus
(misadventures and/or medical
errors)
Ignorance regarding life-support
matters including systemic
overrides
Inability to advocate medically for a
loved one or oneself
The Opaque Dying Marketplace

These obstacles grow from the personal
to the situational to the environmental.
The first and seventh obstacles are
large: part of our cultural background,
so big that we are affected by them
even though we may not perceive
them. Obstacles two through six begin
with something deep inside us and
get progressively larger and outward
in scope. Recognizing each successive
obstacle gets more challenging, and
mitigating each successive obstacle
requires more knowledge and skill.
Getting from conventional end-of-life
preparedness to post-mortem necessarily
includes navigating a territory in which
these obstacles are as common as traffic
signals on any route we take in our daily
lives. The Promised Landing sensitizes
us to the existence and nature of these
obstacles and their solutions. With this
sensitization, we may survey our dying
territory before we enter it or succumb to
obstacles within it. We’ll be better able to
perceive, identify and act in advance to
mitigate obstacles to peaceful dying.

Bart Windrum, a
2009 Colorado Book
Awards finalist,
vowed in 2004-2005
to bring forth his
reflections about
our troubles with
21st century dying if he didn’t find them
previously expressed. The Promised
Landing is the culmination of his fourteen
years’ focus. Bart welcomes email at Bart@
AxiomAction.com.

The Promised Landing
is available direct
from Bart Windrum at
AxiomAction.com.
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Die DIY
by Ken West
His father was immortal; Peter never
expected him to die. It was a shock
when his heart gave out; he was only 54.
So much remained unspoken between
them. Now it was too late, and he would
never again hear his father’s words. He
struggled to recall their conversations
as a way of holding on to him, no matter
how tenuously. A further shock was the
realization that comfort and security
were illusions; they were really his
father’s life force. With him gone Peter
felt naked and lost. Then there was the
guilt of the survivor, of not saving him,
and a failure to acknowledge what his
father had meant to him. He had not
done enough and now, it was too late. In
this massive vacuum, he, as the eldest
son, was expected to lead the family.
His first challenge was to arrange
the funeral, something he had never
experienced or even thought about.
Of one thing he was certain, he would
not hand everything over to a funeral
director, not yet, anyway.
Peter talked it over with his brothers,
seeking the essence of their father.
He knew his father had practiced no
religion, but he had had a form of
spirituality—what was it? Peter recalled a
few things his father had mentioned, and
from these Peter drew his inspiration.
His father had been a marketing man
and had recognized and loathed the
deceit of spiel. He had always wanted
to be in control of his situation. Peter
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recalled that he had mentioned burial,
he thought an environmental burial, so
the obvious thing to do was to talk to
Ben West.
Peter asked the questions and Ben’s
answers supported his decision that
natural burial was right for his father.
His father had detested cant, and there
was an honesty about a cardboard coffin
that he knew would have appealed
to him. Peter was surprised that there
were four styles of cardboard coffin to
choose from: the Brighton Casket, the
Peace Box and two types of Compakta
coffin. Three had pseudo-wood grain
finishes but the cheapest Compakta had
a white paper finish. When Ben said that
he and his brothers could decorate this
themselves, it was the coffin he chose.
Peter told Ben that he didn’t want a vicar
but there was only one non-religious
celebrant in Cumbria, a Humanist. This
presented another dilemma. His father
might not have been religious, but
neither was he a Humanist. There was
only one answer: He and his brothers
would make the service themselves. Cost
was also an issue, another reason why
Peter resisted going to a funeral director,
who would push him to a hearse,
embalming and a consultation, none of
which he now needed.
With all the information from Ben,
Peter contacted an independent funeral
director and asked for a fixed plan and
a price. It was all arranged in minutes:
Dad’s body would be collected from
the mortuary using an estate car and
taken home in the coffin. This would be
collected the next day and taken to the
cemetery burial chapel an hour prior to
the funeral service. Peter was pleased:
This way, nobody would see the vehicle,
and they would walk beside his father’s
coffin, holding the bier, to the woodland
plot. It would be a ritual walk.

They were glad to have the coffin at
home as it sat on trestles in the lounge.
There was no fear when it came to
removing the lid. How could they be
afraid of their dad? They were tearful,
but too preoccupied to cry. There it was,
the iconic coffin, its white blankness
mocking them. The ease in which Peter
had thought they would decorate it
now seemed rash; what on earth would
they put on it? There was banter, and
mild arguments broke out, each brother
having his own ideas that the others
then deflated. Dad’s favorite cars, his
favorite places, items he treasured—all
ideas foundered. Then the youngest said,
“Why not write on the coffin the things
that Dad used to say to us?”
The next day Peter stood outside the
cemetery chapel ready to greet the
mourners; Dad’s coffin was already
in the chapel. He felt nervous, in part
because the funeral director had
contacted Ben to suggest that the
appearance of the coffin could upset
the mourners. Ben had no qualms; don’t
worry, he had said to Peter, all funeral
directors prefer the “let’s pretend it never
happened” style of funeral.
Peter and his brothers led the cortege
of about eighty mourners, many of
whom they did not know, into the
chapel. He then began the service by
telling everyone about their dilemma
the preceding day: a coffin bereft
of decoration and the challenge of
what to put on it. They opted for the
youngest brother’s suggestion to write
the words that their father had used
regularly, the everyday familiar words
that immediately made him seem real
and alive. Peter turned to look at the
coffin, its length drawn out by the large
handwritten words in black felt pen:
“Shut that bloody door!”

www.naturaltransitions.org

last words

Thoughts of the Dead

Uniting Strengths
by Lynn Stull
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Maureen Tolman Flannery is an
anthroposophist, home funeral guide,
English teacher and wood carver.
She has eight books of poems and over
500 poems published in anthologies and
literary journals.
www.naturaltransitions.org

Unrealized ideas of the dead
blow like a wind through trees
beyond our bed,
sprinkle the night with aspirations
not our own,
and spice our love with the desire
of the disembodied.
They fertilize our sleep like worker bees,
their feet fluorescent
with the pollen of another place and time.
They perch
like birds on the wire edge of our waking
singing
subliminal songs until we rise
and set about
doing the work the dead can
no longer do.
– Maureen Flannery
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Counseling, Needs Assessments
Community Education, Referrals
Natural Deathcare Advocacy
Integral Thanatology Institute
Holly Blue Hawkins
PO Box 2094
Aptos CA 95001
831/588-3040

Sacred space is very ordinary:
It can be made of the stuff of our lives
placed with care
each picking up and setting down of rake or dishcloth
each cutting of hair and filing of nails
as everyday as a toothbrush
or remembering to water the plants
what we choose to keep or give away
ideas or clothes, compost or food
the fragrance of handmade beeswax candles
or homegrown sweet grass
grand as a grove of redwoods
or fragile as trillium
a pine needle basket
filled with feathers and Medicine stones...
Sacred space is very ordinary.
©hollybluehawkins

